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-In meetings. MAPS has used a teleconference
ing several people together so an can Dartic::ipate
the same call). This would be a great way to
pate in committee meetings and get tos?:etnelfS
between regular meetings. It would save on travel
and help to keep those committees formed at
conference on-going.

Humanities and The Stars Update
I would like to update the Autumn, 1986 article in

-To bring interactive sessions with asi:rO][lOlnelfS
science fiction authors etc. into the planetarium.
it is cost-prohibitive (and sometimes impossible) to
an important speaker at a small planetarium.
same person can talk to a group via teleconference.
a speakerphone without much expense and Without
the inconvenience of leaving the office.

The Planetarian concerning the Humanities and the
S tars: Interpreting the Astronomy and Mythology of
Other Cultures planetarium programs.

-Have your planetarium audience speak with others in Australia or Denmark or some other far
place. It isn't as expensive as you'd imagine.

This series consists of 12 programs that demonstrate
the mythology and astronomy of 12 Northern Hemisphere cultures. They are designed for the planetarium
with minimal equipment and staff. Fifty copies of the
series were made available through the humanities
agency of each state. All but one of the copies has been
distributed. For information on obtaining the remaining set ($500), or to know from whom you may borrow
these materials in your state, please contact me.

I'd like to make my prior experience in teleconferencing available to anyone in IPS who needs inf~rmation
on buying or borrowing a speakerphone or on usmg commercial teleconferencing services. Feel free to contact
me with your questions.

Eileen Starr
Eastern Washington University
Cheney, Washington 99004
509-359-6391
Encouraging Teleconferencing

At the IPS meeting in Richmond, I presented a paper
on how school teacher Carol Kwiecinski of Downsvine, New York, contacted planetarium director Mitch
Luman in Evansville, Indiana to conduct a session on
black holes. While she was using her Starlab planetarium, the students developed questions she could not
answer. Mitch fielded questions from the students over
the telephone. This was done with a speakerphone so
the students as a group could hear and speak with
Mitch.
I received a great deal of feedback on the paper from
members attending the Richmond meeting and was surprised to learn that teleconferencing isn't used more
often.
Besides providing a planetarium director where none
is available, teleconferencing can be used by planetarians in the following ways:

E. S. Wasiluk
Hedgesville, West Virginia
Gemini Challenge
Enclosed please find a copy of the "Gemini Challenge," which I would very much like to see in
pages of The Planetarian.
As you may have seen, Astronomy, on page 18 of
their October 1988 edition, headed their story
Noon for Astrology in 1991," and continue (a little
maturely, perhaps), that the total eclipse on July
1991 will be a "'showdown" between astrology and
astronomy.
As for myself, I would like to see it become a meeting
point between two star-oriented brothers, and a possible resolution of an ancient sibling rivalry. Essentially,
the joint target of all our efforts should be the media,
which for the longest time now have been the perpetrators of misinformation which they keep printing
daily, nationally and constantly.
Los Angeles, Caiit()rn:ia

(The "Gemini Challenge," which should
to planetarians, is printed on the following page.)
(Please see Letters on
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BEN MAYER

1940 COTNER AVE.

CA 90025

LOS ANGELE

Dear Mr. Lee Dye,
As Science writer for the Los Angeles Times, I invited you for lunch on May 16th '88
in the hope of following up on my impassioned pleas to correct the astrological data
printed daily in your prestigious world-class newspaper. (1 am making simil
pleas
to "USA Todaylland other media.) In response you sent me an article by your staff-writer Mr. Paul Ciotti which begins with the words that II more people believe in astrology
now, than at any time since the renaissance". No wonder, we are missing the chance of
a lifetime: Instead of educating our public concerning the debt which modern astronomy
will forever owe ancient astrology, yourarticle of May 16th in the "View" section is a
masterpiece -in debunking. Allow me to cite the L.A. Times' astrological column, seen
and read by millions. In the "Astrological forecast" each and every day, you print,
under the heading CANCER, the dates June 21 - July 22. This leads the widest public to
believe that the sun's position in the heavens, which determines a person's sun-sign,
is in Cancer between the dates given. This ;s patently untrue and incorrect, as the book
ASTROWATCH: Putnam/Perigee 1988 pp.28-29 unequivocally demonstrates. (See also "What's
your sign?" page 27.)
Since during total solar eclipses bright stars become visible during wnat normally is
day-time, I hereby offer the sum of $ 10,000.00 (TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS) to anyone abl
to provide two sequential photographs of the corona of the eclipsea sun. showing it
~
in the boundaries as adopted by the International Astronomical Union, since the 1930 s
for the starfield of Cancer (CNR). Such pictures can easily be taken with standard 35mrn
cameras and 50mm lenses (See STARWATCH, Putnam/Perigee "Simple Photography" pp.127-129.)
The slide photographs should be on colorfilm and be recorded with a camera equipped with
a so-called "data-back". Thus Universal or GMT time wi 11 be recorded along with the ec.lipsed sun and any stars in the picture. Photographs will be judged in order of date of
receipt and hour of photography. Final judge shall be Dennis di Cicco,internationally
noted photographic expert and astrophotographer.
Possible participants in this contest will have until July Iltn 1991 to prepare for such
photography, to try different films in twilight conditions after sunset or before sunrise.
The eclipse itself can be witnessed in July 1991 when it will be visible within a strip
up to 261km (162 miles) wide across the Eastern Pacific Ocean, all of the island of Hawai ,
portions of Mexico, Central America, Colombia and Brazil.
It bears mentioning that the truth of the matter lies in the fact that on dates given for
the sun being in the constellation of CANCER, the solar disc is really next to the famous
stars of CASTOR and POLLUX, the brightest stars in the twin constellation of GEMINI. There
the sun will be found between June- 20 and July 20 until precession moves it into Taurus,
AND NOT BETWEEN May 21 and June 20 as the Los Angeles Times daily misrepresents.
With the harmony between the art of astrology and the disciplines of astronomy at stake,
this oldest of sibling rivalries, the art of education should be introduced. You and the
Los Angeles Times can lead tne way. I will be happy to assist in any way possible with
truthful photographs and data.
Sincerely Yo~
cc: Robert E. Gordon Esq.

Ben Mayer ARCA

~

A facsimile of Ben Mayer's open letter to the Los Angeles Times.
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From the
itorJ s
y oard

I'd like to discuss a matter that should be of great
concern to all of us-the ultimate goals of the creationist movement.
"Creationism is a political arm of fundamentalism.
The creationists seek to impose onto the population at
large, by political means, a body of religious beliefs
derived from literal readings of the King James version
of the Holy Bible .... They seek to bring all of science
education and all of science itself under fundamentalist
control and censorship, and they hope ultimately to
turn science into what they believe it to have been a
few centuries ago-a handmaiden of religion, devoted
to confirming biblical stories and doctrines."
This strong stuff is from Terra, the bimonthly members' magazine of the Natural History Museum of Los
Angeles County, which printed a provocative 2-part
article by William Bennetta in the last two issues.

s

'Today creationists ... have come
to understan~ then, that they
must evict a{{ meaningfu{ education in science from the pu6{ic
schoofs and tliat they must chain
andgag science itself.
I think that we underestimate the creationists. They
are not part of the fringe that is fascinated by UFOs,
ESP, and the Bermuda Triangle, and we cannot ignore
them in the assumption that eventually they will
quietly go away. As Bennetta says, the creationists
"are not honorable unfortunates or good-willed ignoramuses; they are smart charlatans and educated tricksters ... they will spare no deception in their efforts to
force their religion into public schools while forcing
science out."
We all know that creationists "lost" when the
Supreme Court of the United States ruled that teaching "creation science" (which the court concluded is
"inescapably religious") would violate the establish-
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ment clause of the First Amendment to the Constitution. However, the creationists have already shiJted
gears and are engaged in different tactics, and the
movement is as alive as ever. Hence our concern.

With those distant goars in
the creationists strive to undermine the pu6{ic understanding of
science's precepts, processes, finding, and achievements.

s

William Bennetta summarizes the new goals of the
creationists in a subtopic titled ''What Win the Creationists Try Next?" Among six items, he includes:
"As part of their campaign to confuse and deceive
educators, the creationists will try to place pseudoscientific articles into journals published by state or
local associations of science teachers. Creationists cannot easily get their material into the journals of
national organizations, such as the National Association of Biology Teachers, because those publications
generally have plenty of good manuscripts from which
to choose, as well as expert reviewers to winnow them.
The journals of many state or local associations, however, suffer chronic shortages of manuscripts and
reviewers alike. Creationists sometimes succeed in
placing articles into such journals, if the nominal
authors of the articles seem to have some connection
with science or education."
This strikes home.
This humble journal is read by prominent planetarium folk around the world-and by the editors of regional newsletters and by the editors of other scientific
publications. I'd like to call this warning to their
attention. It's important that we not be used by those
whose purpose it is to blur and confuse the distinction
between religion and science. As Bennetta says,
"Today's creationists ... have come to understand, then,
that they must evict all meaningful education in
science from the public schools and that they must
chain and gag science itself. With those distant goals
in mind, the creationists strive to undermine the
lic's understanding of science's precepts, processes,
findings, and achievements."
Although creationism may not have astronomy at
the top of its hit list, the public perception of aU
science is at stake. We cannot ignore this threat.
0
7

Planetaria of Japan
Shoichi Itoh
Suginami Science Education Center
3-3-13 Shimizu, Suginami-ku
Tokyo 167, Japan

History of Planetaria in Japan
In 1937, the first planetarium in Japan-and the
thirtieth in the world-was opened at Ohsaka. It had
been fourteen years since the firm of Carl Zeiss in Jena
produced their first model. The Zeiss Model II of
Ohsaka Electro-Science Museum is now one of the oldest instruments which still functions.
The second Japanese planetarium was installed at
the Tokyo Nichi Nichi Shinbun Building in 1938, but it
was destroyed near the end of the Second World War.
A Zeiss Model IV was placed at Gotoh Planetarium,
Tokyo, in 1957. The Akashi Astronomical Museum
installed a large Jena instrument in 1960, and Nagoya
Science Museum installed a Zeiss Model IV in 1962.
At around the same time, Masanori Nobuoka and
Seizoh Goto developed their own planetarium projectors, the Nobuoka and M types respectively. The Nobuoka type, which was made by Chiyoda Optical Company after Minolta Camera Co., was installed in a 20.5

meter dome at Hanshin Park of Ohsaka in 1958. The
shape of the first model was very similar to the Zeiss
Model!. The first M type, which is similar to the projector at the Morrison Planetarium in San . .
U.S.A., was exhibited at the International Trade Fair
in Tokyo and then placed at the Shinsekai Building in
Tokyo in 1959. Isao Kaneko of Misono Astronomical
Science Center built his planetarium in 1971.
1",;i'nl"'1CI"'n

With the development of computer technology, the
fully automated planetaria with high accuracy were
developed by Goto and Minolta, respectively. The first
one of such type was installed at Kanagawa Prefectural Youth Center in 1972. A more sophisticated model
which controls many slide projectors and special
effects projectors was placed at Sun Shine Planetarium
in Tokyo in 1978.
A Space Simulator model, named GSS, combined
with the two-ball type of star projector with four free
axes and separate planet projectors, was Qel\lel~~DE~d
Goto factory and was placed at Yokohama
Center in 1984. That facility has a
tilted dome 23m in diameter for
Minolta also devel-

The GOTO GSSII Star Projector at Urawa City, Space Science Hall for Youth.
8

sentiments rather than
astronomy education proper. Plan-
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etaria, except several fortunate
ones, suffer a lack
of staff because
local governments
have been forced
to reduce personnel expenses for
financial reasons.
50 few staff can
take full ad vantage of their planetari urn despite
its size.
I

It is customary
in Japan that the
person in charge of
personnel, particularly in the local
government, must
be a generalist
who can manage
every kind of job.
Thus, planetarium
administrators
are frequently
Minolta's INFINIUM Star and
exchanged with
other administrators. In many
cases, therefore, they order entire shows, including the
setting up the slides and all projectors, from the production departments of Goto or Minolta. Their costs
range from U5$20,000 to $60,000 per show, which
means from $80,000 to more than $200,000 in production
costs per year. It's no surprise that we can see many
similar programs throughout the whole country at a
given time since there are only a few show producers
such as Goto and Minolta.

Japanese Planetarium Organizations
There are three planetarium organizations in Japan.
Two are, organized by the planetarium manufacturers
Goto Optical and Minolta Camera Co. to service their
planetariurn users. The former is named Nippon Planetarium Kenkyuh-Kai and the latter is called Zennippon Planetarium Renraku Kyougi-Kai. Their members consist of planetarium users, and almost all are
institutional members. The other organization is Zenkoku Planetarium Renraku Kyougikai, and it has no
relation to planetarium companies. The members of
ZPRK are institutional only, and count 47 institutions
now, though there are over 250 facilities in whole
country. Their activities are an annual conference and
publications.

Planet Projector at Tsukuba Expo Center Planetarium

Planetaria Today and In the Future
Nowadays, the two manufacturers are revising their
space shnulator models (Goto GSS and Minolta INFINIUM) to more sophisticated models (GSSI and
and INFINIUM Alpha and Beta). Thus, the number of
space theaters is increasing year by year. And the
show programs, not only at the space theaters but at
more traditional planetaria, are getting more dramatic and more complex with a huge number of special
effects and slide projectors. Many facilities which
have yet to open will buy advanced instruments and
show programs. Already, I am afraid that many audiences may feel that the planetaria seem to be more
like movie theaters. Some planetaria, which have
had such experiences, have changed their show programs from completely automated ones to partially
automated programs with live performances.
Fifteen years ago, Charles F. Hager, professor at San
Francisco State University, described in Mercury,
journal of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, the
history of the planetarium and its uses (Vol. 2, No.
He also introduced the ideas of such people as Sir

(Please see Japanese on page
9

"That JJ Star A
Francis C. Biddy
Strasenburgh Planetarium
Rochester Museum and Science Center
PO Box 1480
Rochester, New York 14603
INTRODUCTION

THE SHOW

During December of 1987, while running our Christmas program "The Story of THE Star" as our sole public
show, we wondered just how we might be influencing
the beliefs of members of our audience. We designed a
simple audience survey to find out what "star" people
thought the Wise Men had seen. We asked the same
question both before and after they had seen the show,
in an attempt to discover how many people changed
their minds based on what they learned from the
show. Additionally, we asked two more questions in
the "post-show" survey, to find out what the audience
thought we thought that star was, and to give those
surveyed an opportunity to make comments.

A brief outline of "The Story of THE Star" may be
helpful in assessing the results of the survey ...
1. Introduction
A. 3D-second Christmas carol
B. Introduction of narrator, a grandparent
memories of Christmas
2. Illustrated poem, an excerpt of "The Night Before
Christmas"
3. Symbols of the season
A. Evergreens (mistletoe, Christmas tree)
B. Candles (on tree, as symbol of solstice sun, on
menora, in Ireland)
C. Star of Bethlehem
4. The winter night sky
A. Bright stars and constellations
B. The zodiac
5. The Bible story (King James version)
6. Investigation of when Christ was born
down to two probable time periods of March 6 BC
to March 4 BC, and January 3 BC to January 1
7. Re-orientation to sky over Bethlehem
A. La ti tude change
B. Rotation, revolution and precession
8. Variety of possible explanations for the star of
Bethlehem
A. Meteor
B. Comet
C. Supernova
D. Conjunctions
E. Miracle (deleted from St. Louis show)
9. Conclusion ("whatever the star was, it is for me
the best and most enduring symbol of this season. It
holds forth the promise of peace on earth, good
will toward all. ")

THE SURVEY
Figures 1 and 2 (next page) show the front and back of
the survey form, with the exact wording of the questions and multiple-choice answers.
'Ale surveyed 203 adults in Rochester, and 87 (a mixture of adults and children) at the McDonnell Star
Theater in St. Louis, where our show was also running.
In Rochester, we surveyed every third adult at the box
'lffice at times when the box office staff had time to
explain the survey. Each adult was asked to answer
the "pre-show" question without looking at the "postshow" questions. The survey participant was then
asked to retain the survey form and pencil until after
the show, and to then complete the other side of the
form and place it (and the pencil) in a collection box by
the star theater's exit. Among other things, we learned
that a sizeable fraction of those surveyed thought
those stubby little pencils were worth stealing.
In St. Louis, the survey was conducted somewhat differently, with forms given to both adults and children,
and no effort made to conceal the "post-show" questions from those surveyed. The show itself was also
somewhat different as presented in St. Louis: the narrative voice was changed from that of a grandfather to
that of a grandmother, and "a miracle" was not included in the show as a possible explanation of the
star of Bethlehem.

CI"I,::.?'11"1' .....

THE RESULTS
The survey results are tabulated in Figure 3. The most
popular answers, both before and after the show, were
"a miracle," "a conjunction," and "a supernova." Interestingly, many people (roughly 40%) changed their
minds based on what we told them in the program. Of
course, this also means that the majority (roughly
60%) did not change their minds.
Ue(~ember

1988

Some specifics ...
Figure 1
Please answer this question BEFORE you see "The Story of THE
Star. "
What special "star" do you think the Wise Men saw?
A miracle (can't be explained in scientific terms)
A conjunction (two or more celestial objects
coming together)
An exaggeration in the Biblical Story
An eclipse of the moon
A meteor (a "shooting star")
A supernova (an exploding star)
A comet
Nothing (there was no such "star")
Other (please specify below)

Figure 2
Please answer these questions AFTER you see "The Story of THE
Star."

1) A significant number (19% in Rochester
and 26% in St Louis) changed their minds
from "something else" to
("something else" being any of
possible answers).

in
2) We talked some people
Rochester and 18% in St. Louis) into an
apparent belief in miracles. Remember, in
the St. Louis show, "miracle" was not
induded as a possibility in the
although it did appear as the first of the
multiple-choice answers in the survey.
3) There were even a few (3% in Rochester and 2% in St. Louis) dramatic conversions of belief from conjunction to miracle.
We were clearly at our secular best here.
4) A supernova is included in the show as
an unlikely explanation for what the
Wise Men saw, but roughly 5% of the
sample changed their minds from "something" to supernova. Perhaps this
indicates the popularity of loud
bright things.
C1n",.".,.I,,,

1. What special "star" do you think the Wise Men saw?
A miracle (can't be explained in scientific terms)
A conjunction (two or more celestial objects
coming together)
An exaggeration in the Biblical Story
An eclipse of the moon
A meteor (a "shooting star")
A supernova (an exploding star)
A comet
Nothing (there was no such "star")
Other (please specify below)

2. What special "star" do you think the planetarium staff feels the
Wise Men saw?
A miracle (can't be explained in scientific terms)
A conjunction (two or more celestial objects
coming together)
An exaggeration in the Biblical Story
An eclipse of the moon
A meteor (a "shooting star")
A supernova (an exploding star)
A comet
Nothing (there was no such "star")
Other (please specify below)

5) A rather low percentage (2.5% in
Rochester and 7% in St. Louis) ab,amlorled
their pre-show belief in a miraculous
explanation.
6) Most of those surveyed (73% in Rochester and 63% in St. Louis) felt that the
planetarium staff felt that the Wise Men
had observed a conjunction. A significant
number (11 % in Rochester and 16% in St.
Louis) chose to write in that they felt the
planetarium staff was unbiased.
7) Many people (34 % in Rochester and
25% in St. Louis) chose to include comments in the space provided. Nearly all
were positive, and very few were particularly illuminating. Some of my favorites
were ... "Lauri thinks the chairs should
be reclining." (This was followed by
Lauri's phone number.) "An improvement
over last year's show." (It was
the same show.)
spectacular
effects." (I suppose "spectacular"
eludes mere dizziness or nausea; and
haps ranges an the way to nr.<:nn·-Of'ao
&>V!:Id"'fol .. ,

fl . . .

3. This card will be read by a planetarium staff member. Please
include any comments you would like to make here.
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(Japanese, continued from page 9)

Figure 3

Before

After

Staff

Miracle

30 (39)

41 (39)

07 (10)

Conjunction

27 (15)

40 (39)

73 (63)

Exaggeration

05 (05)

02 (03)

00 (02)

Lunar Eclipse

02 (00)

00 (00)

01 (00)

Meteor

04 (02)

00 (01)

00 (00)

Supernova

21 (23)

13 (12)

07 (04)

Comet

06 (13)

00 (00)

00 (00)

Nothing

00 (00)

01 (00)

00 (02)

Other

05 (03)

02 (05)

12 (19)

Figures are percentages of samples. S1. Louis figures are in
parentheses.

CONCLUSION
Many people's beliefs about what "that star" may
have been changed from before the show to after the
show. We might read this fact as a cautionary note
reminding us of the need to strive for perfect accuracy
in our programs.
We consider this survey to be an interesting starting
point: it perhaps raises more questions than it answers.
For example, why did so many people think that what
the Wise Men observed was a miracle? Did the placement of "miracle" at the head of the list of possible
answers skew the survey results? What about those
people who arrived at the planetarium thinking that
the Wise Men saw something other than a miracle,
and left believing in a miraculous explanation? Are our
"secular" Christmas shows received by our audiences
as religious experiences? If so, do they really belong in
our quasi-public facilities? And finally, should I have
called La uri?
0

Solar Gold
The amount of gold in the sun has recently been measured by Nahed Youssef at Cairo University. He finds
that there are 9 gold atoms for every 1012 atoms of
hydrogen. This translates into a total of 1016 tons of
gold in the sun. At present prices, its value is about
$2x10 23 ($200 sextillion).
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Harold Spencer Jones, Dr. J.M. Chamberlain and A.N.
Spitz. I would like to treat these issues once again.
What kind of planetarium programs should we
have? Of course, it is arbitrary whether the owners
buy a sophisticated and expensive instrument or pay
for the expensive shows created by external producers.
But they have to recognize that the space
which installs a space simulator such as GSS or INFINIUM with the tilted dome, is quite different from
the traditional planetarium with a flat horizon. It
seems to me that many owners, who are the mayors in
most cases, misunderstand the planetarium's abilities,
and that expensive space simulator models with tilted
domes could provide better productions than the usual
shows. They don't know that, in many cases, the space
simulator models are not always the best to show
school programs. And I am afraid that they entrust too
much to planetarium companies-for example to plan
the planetarium, its operation, and to prepare its programs.
So, we planetarians occasionally have to tell those
who are planning to open new planetaria about the
differences in capabilities among the various planetarium models, their merits and defects. And the owners must consider more and more the kind or planetarium they want, how they should operate it. and Whom
they should employ. Consequently, I think we have to
establish planetarium guidelines. Such guidelines will
increase the likelihood that good planetaria, which
intrinsically fill these different needs, will increase in
Japan.
:J

Planetarium Curator
The Kansas City Museum, a growing history,
technology and science museum, seeks an experienced professional to develop and present group
and public planetarium programs. Responsibilities include program research/design, budget
preparation, supervision of planetarium staff
and equipment maintenance. BS degree, MS preferred in Astronomy or related science field and
two years experience working in a planetarium.
Salary competitive and commensurate with experience. Send letter of application and three
references to: Personnel, Kansas
3218 Gladstone Blvd., Kansas City, Missouri
64123.
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Tri n Ie

James Horn
Morehead Planetarium
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

Over the past two years I have been involved in providing information for new planetariums under development, and I have been amazed at how much misinformation seems to be out there. There are, of course,
the obvious misconceptions which can be easily corrected- the man who wanted to install the Spitz A3P
in his car, the man who wanted to know how much the
Cinema 360 laser system cost, and the lady who was
inquiring which planetarium projector showed the
Imax movies. Of greater concern is that some misconceptions are carried forward into the actual developmental stages of a planetarium. These are the misconceptions that can create something I call "The
Development Triangle." What is the development triangle? It is a breakdown in the communication between
the administrators of a proposed facility, its consultants, and the vendors of the equipment that will ultimately complete the planetarium.

the deve{opment triang{e ... is a
6reaf(down in the communication
between the administrators of a
proposed faci{ity, its consu{tants,
and the vendors of the equipment.
Some museum director, college president, or city official decides that he or she is going to build a planetarium. He gets an opinion from somewhere about how to
proceed, and it's full speed ahead. He develops a prejudice from early on about what the planetarium is to
be, how much it will cost, what it will look like, how
it will be staffed (if at all) and, well, you can envision
the rest. The basic difficulties seem to be the lack of
knowledge of what a planetarium is, what the technological options for planetariums are, what realistic
funding levels for construction and operation are, and,
probably most importantly, what its staff size, and
the staff's relationship to the production
should be.

it-something that will create an improvement in
what we see being developed as the facilities of the
future.

One suggestion is to create a ...
process document, a "how-to"
p{anetanum aeve{opment.
One suggestion is to create a document sanctioned by
the International Planetarium Society-a process document, a "how-to" in planetarium development. A
committee would be given the task of deciding what
this document should contain. Then, if a prospective
facility were proposed, at least some guidelines could
be provided. What should the document contain? One
way to decide what information to put into such a document would be to survey the planetariums that have
been developed in the last ten years to see what kinds
of problems are related to the development question.
Several difficulties are clear, however, and these
seem to indicate these definite guidelines on what such
a document should contain:
A. Instructions on developing a statement of purpose
for the new facility. What is this new facility to be,
what is it to accomplish for its parent organization, at
what cost, and how is it to be staffed to get this accomplished?
B. Instructions on the selection of a consultant or consultants for the facility, someone who will represent
the interests of the organization, not the interests of
the consultant or a particular vendor (or who at least
will not consult on items they do represent). The consultant should study the statement of purpose and discuss
budget and staff size, while creating a schedule of visitations that will dearly support the purpose and will
most educate the proposer as to options and equipment.
Any person, consultants included, brings to a n1"/"\,o,"'fpersonal
but he must
this. The primary responsibility of a consultant is to
a series of educational
for the
allowing them to make
while making sure that critical .u.u.,;:J~UJ"'<;:;;C)
The consultant should .........,...... ".-1'" SDE~CltlC outr)ut
"I"'\'!"'"HT1,riO

So, you may
tell us something we don't know.
There are problems, but what do we do about them? I'll
su£~e:est there may well be something we can do about

form of reports that indicate the progress and the
conclusions that are being reached.

The best source of information for a ae 1V'elloplng
etarium should and could be the International
tarium Society. We are
C. A director must be 11"""""'------------------------, group that
hired at the early stages
represents the ultimate
Administration
of development. If a planeresource in
tari urn is to have a particinformation.
we can
ular configuration, why
create a document which
shouldn't it at least have
will set aside individual
the configuration that
and geographic pn;:JUiUlCt!,
most nearly reflects the
then we can
to
personnel that will use it?
create facilities that the
Staff considerations are
future will be proud to
some of the most difficult
accept. Will this then
Consultation
considerations, and the
bridge the gap and create
director should be a vailaa sense of cooperation
ble to make those decibetween administration,
The Development Triangle
sions.
consultants, and vendors?
Can it turn the potential
D. The architect must be chosen and a design plan
Bermuda Triangle into a cooperation triangle? I honstarted which incorporates secondary consultation, if
estly don't know, but I challenge us to give it a try.
0
necessary, that will bring expertise to the specific
design that has been chosen. There are some excellent
resource people in our industry for a diverse series of
(Letters, continued from page 5)
planetarium designs.
Dear Colleagues
E. The primary system vendors should be chosen prior
to a commitment to a design plan. The largest justified
I want to take this opportunity to thank many of
complaint I hear from vendors is that no clear plan is
who were so encouraging and supportive during the
defined to incorporate systems into the actual archiconference this past summer. News of job changes
tectural design of the facility. This is not entirely true
Fiske Planetarium traveled very quickly, and it was a
when it comes to the instrument, but is largely true
tough time for all of us involved.
when talking about automation systems, audio equipment, special effects projectors, video, film systems,
I have left full-time employment at Fiske Planetarium
laser equipment and the like. The selection process for
in order to return to school to work toward masters'
these major systems should be undertaken by the direcdegree. I have taken a position as a Research Assisttor of the facility with consultation advice at an early
ant to Dr. Jack Brandt at CU's Laboratory for Atmostage in the building planning.
spheric and Space Physics-working on an atlas of
Comet Halley '86 photos. (I still do occasional lectures
F. The document could contain a list of resources in
and shows for Fiske.)
alphabetical order. The resources should include
instrument companies, dome companies, other categoSo, to the many people who have been asking-yes,
ries of vendors, consultants, architects, and other
I'm still writing planetarium shows, and thank you so
resource specialists. It may be difficult to create this
much for your support.
list without showing prejudice, and it may be difficult
to keep an updated, accurate file. However, such a list
Carolyn Collins Petersen
would serve as an invaluable tool to developing planeBoulder, Colorado
tariums.
It may be equally important to ask what this document should not contain. It should not, if possible, contain information that would stifle creativity in the
creation of new facilities in architecture, technology,
or staffing. It should, on the contrary, promote the kind
of diversity and excellence which has always been a
hallmark of our facilities and of our profession.
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Most museum visitors do not read ... The average adult
visitor reads about 200 words or 45 seconds, whichever
is less.
Michael Ratliff
Macintosh Horizons
September 1988, page 10
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Tom Callen, Program Resource Manager
Albert Einstein Planetarium
Rm 3369 NASM
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560

You've just finished installing your latest, block-buster
presentation in your planetarium, the reviews have
been favorable beyond your wildest expectations, and,
after a little well deserved rest, it's time to begin
working on your next script. Along with deciding on a
topic comes lengthy research to find just the right kind
of infonnation to convey to your audience. HYPATIA
might be able to lend you a hand in the process. As a
service to the International Planetarium Society, the
Albert Einstein Planetarium would like to make this
resource accessible to its members.
Named in honor of the last
ast:rOltlmmer-t:>n\irSl(:lSt: who worked
it was sacked
contents
is a bibliographic data base that
aStfOlnmnv and related
of interdlisc:ipli\1\11.... H·o .... with the
."' ....... " .... in 1983, the data
base
entries from a
u::.t..u
of sources, such as I-t~1~rntWttI1J
escape (977 en1rne'S)
'I,!3,..

QOl01-304
Quadrantids
Queensland

Radar
Reagan
Rochester

Technitium
Tektite
Tikal

Sagan
Salyut
Sidebar

Ultrasaurus Vandenberg
X-15
Uranometria Vesta
Washington X-ray
Vostok
Xenon
USNO
Yerkes
Yu-she-t'i
Yucatan

Zeiss
Zond

As can be seen in
or
broken up into different categ()nt~S
fields. Each
field can have
appncal:)le records.
basis for the search
TIA'5 fields are defined as ..n .. "",,'u,',,,·
,UU..U.IUI.IJ.'I;;

SOURCE: where the
VOLUME: & NUMBER: of the ""1",rMln!:O
MONTH: & YEAR: when the
of

in HYPATIA cover a wide

such as the sun, moon,
which are more esoteric, such as:

from the more
plane1:S, to those

Aborigines
Accretion
Almagest

Barium
Bayeux
Bubble

Caelum
Custer

Deccan
Dodecahedron

Ear
Electroglow
Eurasia

Fabry-Perot
Festoon
Fornax

G-waves
Greenwich
Guanine

Hague
Hastings
Hyperion

Iapetus
Inertial
Isophote

Jodrell
JMR-l
Jura

Kamiokande Lacus
Kneebiter
Lithium
Krypton
Lupus

Ml
Macintosh
Mythology

NAOA
Nemesis
Noctilucent

Obituary
Ocular
Ozone

Penumbra
Pyramid

article
KEYWORDS:

of

to the article used

rio'&'!f'1"'inf-'htl"o para~?:fapn about the
a
article
TITLE: of the article
AUTHOR'S LAST NAME: & AUTHOR'S F'ST NAME:
several can be cited
YEAR PUBVD
& PUBLISHER
a
few books are included

In general, the KEY WORD field is the one used in
HYPATIA'5 searches the most. As one may have
already guessed, the more KEY WORDS specified, the
rM"£~~tt::>l' the winnowing action of the program as it
an~.tes the
wheat from the data base chaff.
HYPATIA
the KEY WORD
""'r"~ .....
with the
............. " h ..........

k ..... ,...
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KEY 'NaRDS "Mars," "Soviet Union," and "Phobos"
yields only 14 tha t fill the search criterion. Figure 2
shows an example of one record located when the KEY
WORD "Planetarium" was searched for. (By coincidence, it also happens to be an article that should
have had everyone's facility mentioned in it. If not,
you should write Astronomy magazine and make them
aware of your activities for next year's "Summer
Guide."
The simplest way for HYPATIA to help you in your
reference search will be to fill out a photocopy of the
enclosed request form and mail it to the National Air
and Space Museum:
Albert Einstein Planetarium
Rm3369NASM
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560
Attn: HYPATIA
Hints for filling out the request form are as follows:
USER INFORMATION

DATA SEARCH INFORMATION

SOURCE: if you want something from a specific source,
such as Astronomy magazine, write it in here; if
prefer that HYPATIA looks at all sources, leave
area blank ...
VOL UME: and NUMB ER: chances are you won't
remember these for a specific article, but just in case
you do ...
MONTH: and YEAR: useful for cases like, "I know it
was in a September issue because we had just received a
gross of PR-12 light bulbs for the A3-P ,If and ''I'm
pretty sure it was 1986 because we had spent an our
sleeping hours out giving Comet Halley Star
Parties" ...
PAGE(S): even less useful than remembering the
VOLUME: and NUMBER: of a particular reference ...
KEY WORDS: this is the most useful field for performing your search; keep in mind tha t the fewer the
KEY WORDS you specify, the wider
search; the
more KEY WORDS you use the narrower it will be ...

N arne: preferably yours; if you've forgotten it, look on

your name tag from our 1988 Conference in Richmond ...
Planetarium: the official name of that dark room
with the funny-shaped ceiling you spend most of your
working hours in ...
Address: so's we knows where to send anything HYPATIA might find for you ...
Telephone:

just in case we need to contact you

Regional Affiliation: who knows, this might make for
an interesting paper at our 1990 Conference in Borlange,
Sweden ...
What Are You Looking For?: in the unlikely event
that HYPATIA draws a blank on your request, I'll try
and make an intelligent guess at directing the data
base to do another search based on what you have
written here ...
Planned Use of Data: not that we're nosey, but it
would be nice to know how the material will be used,
i.e. public show, school show, lecture, funding proposal, dissertation, laser flight show, the list of possibilities goes on and on ...
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TITLE: a snippet, or all, of a
may come to mind ...

SPE~CltJlC

reference's title

AUTHOR'S LAST NAME: you may wish to search for
works by a specific author; Science News'
Eberhart, for example, has 127 entries
record ...

given for requesting how
Bob (actually, there are 53
Bobs) ...
The fields YEAR PUBL'D
and PUBLISHER
(BOOK): have been . . . .,·....... r''''AII" left off of the
form because there are so few entries of this
normal search on a
will sieve them out
match anything in the
WORDS
Since-like most of us-HYPATIA is working on a
limited budget, it would be greatly appreciated if you
sent a stamped (or better yet, franked), over-sized,
self-addressed envelope along with your request form.
If a search turns up more than the envelope win hold,

(concluded on the bottom of page

1988

SOURCE:
VOLUME:
MONTH:
PAGE(S):
KEY WORDS:

NUMBER:
YEAR:

----------'-------------------------------

ABSTRACT:

TITLE:
AUTHOR'S LAST NAME:
AUTHOR'S FIRST

NAME:

YEAR PUBL'D (BOOK):
PUBLISHER (BOOK):

Figure 1. The categories, or fields used in the HYPATIA Astronomical Bibliography Data Base.
When filled in, this single entry becomes a record.
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SOURCE: Astronomy
VOLUME: 16 NUMBER: 5
MONTH:
May
YEAR:
1988
PAGE(S): 60-73
KEY WORDS: planetarium planetaria IMAX theaters observatory
vatories astronomy activities science space museums

ABSTRACT:
orientations.

TITLE:

r

A summer guide of places to visit that have

ASTRONOMY's 1988 Summer Guide: Astronomy in the Summertime

AUTHOR'S LAST NAME: Majdacic
AUTHOR'S FIRST NAME: Kristine
YEAR PUBL'D (BOOK):
PUBLISHER (BOOK):
Figure 2. This sample record shows one of 13 completed entries found when using the word "Planetarium as a KEY
WORD. Note that it has a total of 12 KEY WORDS that could have been used singly or in any combination to
specify what HYPATIA was to search for. Any word(s) in any of the other fields could also have been used,
though KEY WORDS is the most efficient.
II

you will be contacted (another use for specifying your
phone number on the request form). Two found references will fit on one 8.5" by II" piece of paper; a request
for all entries would be pointless as you would have no
way to sort through them. It would also make for a
pretty hefty printout-1307 pages that would weigh in
at approximately 27 pounds! Be specific; it will make
it far more worth your while to do so.
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HYPATIA is ready and waiting to help you with your
next research project, with new entries being added on
a weekly basis. While the last great scholar of the
Alexandrian library is no longer with us (the
nature of her violent demise leaves me clammy), her
spirit lives on in an IBM PC-AT in Washington, D.C. 0
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IIYPATIA

Astronomical Bibliography Data Base

~--~~~~~~

Albert Einstein Planetarium
National Air and Space Museum
USER INFORMATION

Name:
Address:
Tel e p hone: ________ , _________ - -____________ , _ ext. ________ _
Reg io nal Af fil ia ti 0 n:
__________________________________________ _
What Are You Looking For?

Planned

Use

of

Data:

------------------------------------------------------------------DATA SEARCH INFORMATION
SOURCE:
__________________________________________________ _
VOLUME: ____
NUMBER: ____
MONTH: __________ _
YEAR: __________ PAGE(S):
___________ _
KEY

WORDS:

TITLE:

____________________________________________________ _

AUTHOR'S LAST NAME:
AUTH'OR'S FIRST NAME:
Mail Requests to:

Albert Einstein Planetarium
Rm 3369 NASM
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560
Attn: HYPATIA

HYP ATIA is a service of the Albert Einstein Planetarium to the members of the International Planetarium Society.
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Live From the Univer eVideo Telescope Viewin
in the Planetarium
James S. Sweitzer
The Adler Planetarium
1300 South Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60605
Introduction
This past May, The Adler Planetarium sponsored a
tour of observatories in Texas and New Mexico for a
group of twenty five of our members. For most of these
people, the highlight of the trip was not the hightech observatories; rather it was what they experienced at the Texas Star Party. The dark Texas skies
and the dozens of superb telescopes combined to create
the ultimate sky show. We saw nearly all the planets,
Omega Centauri, Comet Liller, and a host of deep-sky
objects through large Dobsonian telescopes. Wideangle views, using only our eyes, revealed details of
the Milky Way and the Zodiacal light-subtleties
city dwellers rarely encounter.

Though this experience was rich for the twenty-five
Chicagoans who attended, it is clearly not a program
that can accommodate many thousands of people. But
that is exactly the demand facing an observing program at a large metropolitan planetarium like The
Adler.
The Zeiss projector and sky theater can easily create
a dramatic wide-angle sky experience for hundreds of
people at a time. Telescopic viewing through an eyepiece, however, faces two problems along the Chicago
lakefront.
First, the light pollution is severe. Direct glare is not
too bad, but the scattered light from the city allows

The Adler Planetarium (center) and the Doane Observatory (lower right). The new observatory telescope
can see through the city light pollution and relay the images into the planetarium theater.
20
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only the brighter stars to be seen. An observer relying
on his or her eyes and a finding telescope to locate
celestial objects is quickly frustrated by the flood
photons. Even when a faint object is found, if it is not
viewed through a narrow-band filter, the bright sky
washes out any details.
Second, an average evening sky show at The Adler
can attract hundreds of people and special events can
bring in thousands. For a program based upon eyepiece
viewing, this means a long wait in line for only a brief
glimpse at one object. And since many of the best
observing nights in Chieago are during the winter,
standing in line can be a very chilling experience, no
matter how spectacular the view through the eyepiece.
But these problems really only occur when we use a
conventional telescope. Digital electronics, low cost
and projection video have
released
constraints.

electronically cooled and a Photometries
cessing computer
on next

411
A video camera with a
what is going on inside the

"!AT1,np~,!:'IncrIP

CD
A video switcher to
distribution arr\plltH~r

IiII
Fil ters (Hydrogen,
ored ones for the planets,

ele'sC(JDE$ now exist that can be
L~
quickly and precisely using
computer-controlled drive motors.
Once filtered to remove city light
pollution, telescopic images can be
recorded digitally using the newly
available photo sensitive silicon
called Charge Coupled Devices
Thus recorded, the image can
then be stored and
in real
time using a computer linked to the
CCD. Finally, a video projector can
display the resulting image in the
comfort and convenience of the planetarium theater, rather than in the
observatory.
V V ......

.........

New Technology eleSC(}pe System

The Adler Planetarium installed
just such a new telescope
in its
Doane Observatory in
1987 (see
photo 2). Associate astronomer
Seevers and
technician Hans
Behrens engineered the project
primarily off-the-shelf
The pieces induded:
ill
A DFM 0.5 meter (f/8 Cassegrain),
computer pointedtelescop€, induding
observatory dome control.

ill
A Photometrics
camera system featuring a Thompson CSF model
TH7882 CDA imaging chip that is
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Inside the Doane Observatory. The DFM
capable of pointing to an absolute accuracy of

lens

Most of the technieal work done by Adler staff went
into mounting and adapting the CCO camera and filters to the telescope. Otherwise the system required no
specially engineered components or electronics.
This telescope system has remarkable capabilities
considering its location on the Chicago lakefront. It can
move to a new object in less than thirty seconds with an
absolute pointing accuracy of 15 arc seconds. Tracking is.
rock steady. The field of view of the Photometries
CCO is 8 by 12 arc minutes, making the system ideal for
clusters, galaxies, nebulae, and medium magnification
shots of the moon.

The image processing computer allows the observer to
manipulate and clarify the digital image. This is very
helpful for eliminating the background, or bringing out
details not readily visible in initial images. These
pictures can also be stored for display at a later time.
For additional flexibility on bright objects, like the
moon and planets, we have installed a Panasonie WV05000 video camera with a negative-lens projection
system that can be inserted for high-magnification
views. A flat, diagonal mirror on the back of the telescope allows the observer to change the light path to
use either this camera or the Photometries CCD.
As a result of this vastly improved observing
capability, we now have our pick of many dozens
of good objects on any night. And since we can
find and display an image within a minute or
two, it means we can easily view four objects during a fifteen minute observing session.
The Keys to a Successful Observing Program

The public observing program uses all of this
equipment to project video images directly onto
the planetarium dome. The program requires two
people: an observer in the observatory (although
this is not technically necessary) and a lecturer
in our sky theater. We have discovered that a
successful observing session should incorporate
four key elements:
1. Live views of the telescope operator in the
observatory dome with the telescope are essential to make the experience real for the audience. The operator should be able to converse
with the lecturer in the theater and the audience must be able to hear everything. After the
first object is acquired, the low light levels
required in the observatory dome mean that this
video view is then eliminated. The audio, however, is left on all through the presentation.
2. The objects to be viewed should be selected
in an order that builds on the audience's success
in understanding what they are seeing. For this
reason we always start with the moon and a
planet, even if we have to show stored images.
(If we use a stored image, we always make it
clear to the audience that it is not live.) Only
then do we look at clusters, nebulae, or galaxies.

Video cameras. The camera at left is the Photometries CCD.
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3. After the telescope has acquired a new
object, but before the image is recorded for display, the lecturer in the theater takes the time
to create a mental model in the minds of the
audience. This does not mean showing them a
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large telescope photo of what they will be seeing.
Instead, we project a Kodalith slide that is really a
cartoon model of what they will see. For a planetary
nebula this might consist of a bubble, complete with
highlight, around a five-pointed star (see next page).

The nebulae and galaxies that do not reveal much
detail are of course the least comprehensible, so we
easy on the audience with them. We have found,
example, that edge-on galaxies are the best iOvi·r:::l«:Y~_
lactic objects.

4. The final key to a successful program is to view
objects with high information content. What this
means is to avoid "fuzzy blobs" in favor of images of
detailed nebulae or clusters-images that stimulate
the visual perceptions of the audience. The curious
detail of an edge-on galaxy like M82, for example,
always interests the audience more than a close up of
the featureless central bulge of M31.

After about fifteen minutes with four
observed, the lecturer wraps up the program.
done by referring back to the Zeiss sky and
people what they saw. He or she invites the audience
to try and find the objects or places in the sky which
they just observed as they leave the planetarium and
go out under the real night sky.

The Actual Public Observing Program
A typical observing session takes place after
our Friday evening sky show. The show lecturer
invites the audience to stay seated where they
will be treated to views of the "real" sky.
Next, using the Zeiss projector, he or she
quickly points out the several targets of the
observing session and primes the audience to see
such things as: the cratered lunar terrain, the
ringed planet Saturn, a cluster of aging stars, a
bubble of gas around a dying star, the light of a
galaxy that has traveled for millions of years to
reach earth, etc. Then the closed-circuit TV is
turned on, the telescope operator is introduced,
and the telescope is moved to the first object.
The program generally starts with the moon
because it is so familiar. If it is not in the sky,
the lecturer explains this to the audience, and
instead shows them a lunar image from computer
storage.
Because the telescope and dome are computer
controlled, it takes only 30 seconds to acquire a
new object. The next object shown after the moon
is usually a planet.
Since nebulae, clusters, and galaxies require
one or two minute CCD exposures, the lecturer
makes use of this time by showing the audience a
slide of an idealized sketch of what they will
be seeing, along with a couple of facts about the
object.
One of the added benefits of this style of
observing is that everyone in the theater can see
the image at the same time. Thus, using a
pointer, the lecturer can iJ1dicate details and
features for all to see.
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Video Projector. The projector in the sky theater is simply
mounted to shoot vertically past the Zeiss Projector.
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Finally, the observatory operator is brought back
into view via the closed-circuit camera and thanked
for his or her help.
Increase in Program Effectiveness
Although we firmly believe that this program can
never replace the experience of being under a real dark
sky with a telescope, we still think that our program
has made a much higher quality of experience for our
visitors. The quantitative factors that have gone into
this improvement are:
• A better duty-cycle, namely the ratio: (experience
time)/(waiting time). It has increased about 100 times.
• The number of people remaining to see an observing
program has increase by a factor of 2.
• The number of objects we can show has increased 4
times.
• Since we can use stored images on cloudy nights
(although we tell the audience they are such and
emphasize we cannot see through the clouds), we are
able to increase the number of people who see a program by another factor of 2.
• Finally, we believe that the program is 3 times
more effective because it is 1/3 as long as it used to be.

RING

If we multiply all of these numbers together we get
4,800. Although it is really silly to try and quantify
such an experience, it is still important to realize
which factors are involved in designing such a program
and how dramatically they can be improved.

Future Plans
Hans Behrens and James Seevers have recently installed a Barlow lens system in-line with the CCD
camera. This gives us higher magnification for planets. Initial tests this past July showed good detail on
Mars. In September, with Mars some 40% larger, we
expect to have excellent images to show our audiences.
Because of this, the new telescope system will be a cornerstone of our martian opposition programs.
We are also hoping to apply what we have learned
with our own telescope system when we relay images
from the 3 1/2 meter A.R.C. telescope 1 . This opportunity for The Adler to receive images directly from the
A.R.C. telescope came from the University of Chicago.
After the telescope link is established in late 1989 or
early 1990, we will be relaying telescope images not
just hundreds of feet from our own telescope, but also
from this observatory some twelve hundred miles
away on Sacramento Peak in New Mexico.
Encounter with a Comet

NEBULA

WHAT?

Dying star - -.......................
in a
Bubble of gas

Last November we decided on the spur of the moment
to try for comet Bradfield. Within
one hour, we had calculated the
coordinates, located the comet, and
recorded an excellent hydrogenlight image of the coma and part of
the tail. All of this was done under
the light-polluted skies of Chicago
w here you could not even see the
comet in the finding telescope. We
could only do this with the abilities of the new telescope system.

HOW FAR?

2,300 light-years away
HOW BIG?

Reference

112 light-year across
Example of a Kodalith cartoon projected while CCD is being exposed.
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If only we had had this telescope
when Halley's comet was in our
skies. Rather than telling people
they could not see Halley from
Chicago, we could have shown
thousands of people live images of
the comet. And no one would have
had to wait in line.

1. Balick, Bruce, "Astrophysics at
Apache Point," Sky and Telescope,
August 1988, p. 126.
0
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Jeanne Bishop, Director
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145

Many educators have found that models can add a lot
to the understanding of astronomical concepts. Attractive commercial models of the solar system and celestial globes are readily available. Many models can be
constructed of common materials-I found in my doctoral dissertation work that models made and manipulated by students increased retention of concepts of the
celestial sphere and rotation, the seasons, lunar
phases, and planet motions (1980).1

tlie "dynamic liuman 1fWde{"... is
a nwving moae{ in wliicli stuaents
assume ro{es. ... I ao not tliin{( the
iaea lias been e~tenaed as for as it
s fiou{a be.
But there is another type of model which I have
found very successful. I can it the "dynamic human
model." It is a moving model in which students assume
roles. Actually, the concept is not new. I know that
many good teachers have a favorite demonstration in
which one or more students represent the Earth, sun, or
moon. Also, the Elementary-School Science Project of
the University of Illinois (1963) contained activities
for student models to distinguish between Ptolemaic
and Copernican Systems.2 However, I do not think the
idea has been extended as for as it should be. I would
like to suggest ideas for dynamic human models beyond
what I have seen elsewhere.

that a group project requiring interdependence is
to help everyone in the group master the concepts
ied. Also it appears that retention is enhanced in the
cooperative setting (1986).3
There are other reasons. The spatial visualization
required in many astronomical concepts require time.
The more complex the spatial array, the more time is
needed. Dynamic human models take time to explain,
arrange, and then enact. Spatial visualization is sometimes difficult-frequently girls have more trouble
than boys, and the more detailed concrete threedimensional models incorporated in astronomy studies,
the better learning will be. Models that show motion
or changes are superior to those which do not,
mechanical models are usually expensive, difficult, or
impossible to construct.
As I developed ideas for dynamic human models,
learned that several conditions (at least) are necessary
for success. First, students must be serious and "'n.r............,.,,'...."'_
tive so that they become quiet at appropriate moments
and assume the required roles. It is important to sit
down prior to the activity and discuss what is to be
done, the value of the activity, and the roles to be
taken. Not only do students become sympathetic to the
purpose of the activity, they frequently make su~~e:s
tions or ask questions which lead to modifications
improve the model. With everyone united in purpose,
the model probably will be a success.

stuaents enjoy a moae{ in which
they both participate and cooperate 'lllitli others ...

Second, the concept and degree of detail
match the ability and previous knowledge of the
of students. It would not be effective to have a group
primary students (6-8 years old) model intricate
details of star evolution or the electromagnetic
trum. I have found, however, that very young cat)ab,le
children in gifted and talented programs can
advanced concepts via this method of dynamic models
better than via any other procedure.

Before described examples, let me indicate good reasons for utilizing the technique. First, students enjoy a
model in which they both participate and cooperate
with others, and this appears to be true for elementary
school through university. A recent review of research
studies involving student-student interaction concludes

Third, a fairly large area is needed for the ,(·hl"n~"'n1"'"
human models. A gym, a lecture room without
and outdoor areas work well. Large spaces are ".a..--.... ,"'a.ri
if you would like to provide some semblance of
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Here I'll discuss two ideas appropriate for upper elementary students, secondary students, and university
students. The first model is for dynamic equilibrium in
a stable star and the evolution of that star. The second
model is for different wavelengths of light.
Model: Dynamic Equilibrium and Star Evolution
Two groups of students (two halves of a class) are
identified. One group becomes the inner gas parts of a
giant star, and they hold up hands toward the outside,
exerting radiation pressure. The second group becomes
the outer gas parts of the giant star, and they hold up
hands toward the inside. The inner group pushes out
against the hands of the outer group, who push
inward. The star is in equilibrium, and it neither
expands or shrinks. On cue, the dynamic equilibrium is
upset, and inner forces push the outer back quickly and
dramatically. This models a supernova explosion. One
inner person remains spinning rapidly (conserving
angular momentum), assuming the new role of a black
hole/neutron star. The model can be greatly enriched
with a) a flashlight for the neutron star, making a
pulsar, b) different "winds" or envelopes leaving the
outside in stages, as shown happened in 1987A, and c)
some exploded material initiating new star formation
and/ or becoming incorporated into a next-generation
star.
Model: Wavelengths of Light
Mark three parallel lines on the floor or ground. The
lines represent paths of red, yellow, and blue light.
Place sticky dots of different colors on the lines. The
red light line has red dots, the yellow light line has
yellow dots, and the blue light line has blue dots.
Place the red dots about 1.0 meter apart, the yellow
dots about 0.8 m apart, and the blue dots about 0.6 m
apart. One student walks along each line simulating a
traveling transverse light wave. All students begin by
crouching on the first dot of a line. On reaching the
next dot in a line, the student is to be fully upright. On
each subsequent dot the student is crouched or upright,
alternately. All students should progress down the
light lines at the same rates, illustrating that all
light waves travel at the same velocity in the same
medium. To accomplish this, students moving on the
lines with closer-spaced dots will have to go up and
down faster. This demonstrates that yellow and blue
light has more energy than red light. Waves in nonvisible sections of the electromagnetic spectrum also
can be modeled. The scattering of short waves and the
ability to see red light on the other side of douds can
be shown.
Other Ideas for Dynamic Human Models
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• Eclipses, in which students assume roles of
the sun, and the moon.
• Binary star system, in which two students revolve
about a common center of
The "stars" can
form an eclipsing binary if
head of one student
partly or totally blocks the head of the other from
a distant student's perspective.
• Different types of galaxies.
• Interacting galaxies, in which groups of students
pass with little or no bumping. Some students in
roles as "gas clouds" are pulled away in the direction of the other galaxy, as in M51. (Galaxies do not
need to be the same size.)
• The sun and planets. "Planets" closer to the sun
have greater velocities. To show how Neptune can
be closer to the sun than Pluto, mark (with
string, or tape) a long eccentric orbit for Pluto which
is closer to the "sun" than Neptune in one section.
UEarth can note sidereal and synodic periods of the
planets.
lJ

• The Oort Cloud, developing comets. A comet "tail"
can be a prop of a long piece of aluminum
unrolled as the "comet" approaches the "sun", The
"comet" walks swiftly about the sun at perihelion,
trying to keep its tail pointed a way from the sun.
UComets" can be periodic or not.
.. Formation and evolution of the sun.
• Comparison of evolution of a sun-sized star and a
supergiant, showing different late-life stages and
the much longer life of the smaller star.
.. The Big Bang. This can be simple or quite complex.
In a complex model, students can model the formation of different types of matter and the separation
of forces.
.. Adiabatic and isothermal scenarios of galaxy formation.
.. Structure of the sun.
.. Structure of the center of the Milky Way Galaxy.
.. Proton-proton and the CNO cycles, in which students assume roles as different nudeotides, protons,
neutrinos, and energy.

.. Chemical species and structures: giant molecular
clouds, nucleus of Comet Halley, including the
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clathrate hydrate structure, composition of Earth's
early atmosphere and its evolution.
1&

Lunar phases.

I have presented this idea at the GLPA fall 1987 conference and at the #105 colloquium of the LA.U. in
1988. Now I would appreciate hearing from others
have tried dynamic models and who may now create
some new ones.

.. Latitudinal and Longitudinal lunar librations.
1&

center but at every point within the star. In out wavelengths model, the waves actually travel much more
rapidly than students can move, and unless
vibration is in many planes centered along a

Seasons.

.. Sidereal and synodic days compared.
• Sidereal and synodic months compared.
Two final comments about using this teaching procedure. First, I have found that it is helpful to have
labels students can wear when the model is complex.
With many different roles, the labels help everyone
comprehend what is happening. Labels can be signs
with string or yam worn about the neck or pin-on cards.
Sometimes props in the form of hand-held spheres or
colors they are wearing will enhance the model.
Second, I believe it is important to explain what is
wrong with any model, as well as what is right about
it. Student misconceptions can be minimized in this
way. For example, in our dynamic equilibrium model,
the process is not present only at one radius from the

1. Bishop, Jeanne E. The Developing and Testing
Participatory Planetarium Unit Emphasizing
tive Astronomy Concepts and Utilizing the
Learning Cycle, Student Model Manipulation, and
dent Drawing with Eighth Grade Students.,

lished doctoral dissertation, University of
Ohio, USA, 1980.

2. Astronomy: The Universe in Motion (Book 2), Elementary-School Science Project, University of
Urbana, USA, 1963.

.lAAAJUVA.;:J,

3. Johnson, Roger T. and Johnson, David W. "Encouraging Student/Student Interaction," National Association for Research in Science Teaching News, USA,
December, 1986.
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EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT
Hemispheric
Motion Pictures in
Planetaria and other
domed theaters from
30 to 65 feet in diameter

e

contact:
THE RADIAN GROUP, INC.
THE RADIAN SYSTEM
Standard 35mm
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9930 East Bunker Hill Place
Tucson, AZ 85748
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It's hard to face the death of a colleague and friend-and difficult to write final words about someone
able as Arthur Barton. Art-who died this past September 12, of a heart attack-was the Assistant
career "'''''............ ....
the Space Theater at the Space Center in Alamogordo, New Mexico. His
teen years, induding a seven-year stint as Production Coordinator at Jack Horkheimer's Miami
Planetarium. Arthur got his start under the dome at the Alden Omnisphere,
years ago. As one of the profession's "old-timers," Arthur made memorable contributions to r'l""lIlntl"'1""'l'"'or'I"O:::
and IPS pul)llcatH)ns
the

etarium
an ni-i-hn·~tbut likeable sense of humor. I've known
Arthur since we first met at the

Arthur G.
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President's Message
Von Del Chamberlain
Hansen Planetarium
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
I write this just one month before election day-an
election day which has more immediate importance to
the organization I am part of and to the services we
perform than ever before in my professional experience. This is because the Utah ballot includes a set of
tax initiatives which, if passed, could terminate the
outstanding history of Hansen Planetarium. We would,
of course, attempt to find new ways to continue our
work, but we stand the chance of losing our major public
fund support. Unless other sources could be found, we
would become, at very best, a planetarium presenting
programs and not able to produce the quality shows
which have been our hallmark. By the time you read
this, the election will have taken place leading to
w ha tever effects it will bring us.
It is especially ironical that we face this situation at
the very time we are excited about the possibility of
seeing Hansen Planetarium relocated as part of a
science center conceived to increase science and technology "literacy," as well as to show-case Utah's scientific and technological accomplishments.

We are not the first to experience this problem. We
have seen colleagues in California and other states
lose their ability to perform planetarium services, literally overnight, as they became the victims of taxpayer revolts or other decisions which took away
necessary support.
This has caused me to reflect at length upon the significance of how we are perceived within our communities. It has caused me to think a great deal about how
our profession is regarded and valued.
It is entirely appropriate that we are required to justify the existence of our facilities and how they are
used. In this period of reaction to steadily increasing
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costs along with increasing taxes, we find ourselves
under the magnifying glass more frequently than
before.
How do we justify planetariums in ways which are
most relevant to citizens today? It would be well if we
would begin a continuing dialogue which win
strengthen us in the eyes of our audiences by improving
our ability to document and articulate the importance
of what we do. With the hope that we do this, I win
make a few comments.
The justification which I think we tend to understand
most easily, because of our own training and orientations, is the educational one. We know that we are
effective in teaching astronomy and related sciences
and technologies to large numbers of people, both
within schools and the general public. Planetariums
are special places because they enlarge our vision of
ourselves within the vast universe. As Jean Perrin
it, "It is a feeble light that comes to us from the stars,
but without it what would be the present condition of
Man's mind?" We recognize that the sky is on the
endangered list and that inspiration, from the standpoint of the arts, humanities and the sciences is being
lost as light pollution spreads and life styles change.
Our theaters playa very important role in renewing
that inspiration and keeping it as fresh as it can be.
Although we know that the aesthetic importance of
the sky results in a powerful reason for the existence of
planetariums, it is difficult to use this as an argument
which convinces large numbers of people. Too
have been removed too long from the inspiration
starlight to have the personal meaning of this reach
the pulses of their hearts as wen as the centers
their minds.
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The direct education argument is more meaningful to
large numbers of people. We need to be able to articulate it with numbers and facts which show the impact
we produce. We need to show that our efforts help
children and adults understand the physical universe
including such things as the earth, solar energy, the
solar system and beyond. We need to be sure that our
communities are informed about how many school students we reach each year and how many others benefit
from our work. We should have evaluations from students, teachers, school administrators and other visitors handy to show that our programs get high grades,
as well as help to produce brilliant and well informed
people. We cannot assume that people understand
what we do and how we do it. We must contact those
who inform the public, not just wait for them to contact
us. Even better, we should arrange for our bosses and
supporters to make public statements about the results
of our work. We must create opportunities for people to
know the significance of what we do as educators. This
is one of the most important ways we demonstrate why
we should continue to' exist.
The other most important way we must convince citizens of our roles in our communities is more difficult.
We know that people evaluate the importance of
things more and more in terms of economics. "How much
does it cost to run your facilities? How much does it cost
for each person entering your doors? What are your
sources of revenue? What can you do to decrease the
need for public fund support? How do you contribute to
the economic well being of the community?" These are
the types of questions which we face now and can
expect to come to us more frequently. How might we
respond.
If we are able to show that we bring more to the community than we cost, our support problems will tend to
disappear. This is not easy for most of us to do. There
are a few museums, some of them having planetariums,
which can demonstrate that enough people come to
town for the express purpose of visiting them to more
than offset their operational costs. The money spent by
those visitors while in town can be estimated, and everyone is very happy when you can convincingly show
that your existence adds to the community coffers,
rather than diminishing them.

There are a number of approaches to such an argument. One is to raise the question of what the cost
would be to citizens if they wish to partake of similar
services which are located nearby, but with the
assumption that your facility was not there. If you can
find ways of placing values on all the services you perform, you can make people aware of what you represent, in a monetary way, to the community you work so
hard to serve.
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We have already touched on the cultural nchnless
issue. This is certainly
but when it
right down to the question which is so often
days-"can we really afford that?"-this one
carry as much punch in most communities.
they care about having a
with
tural organizations, but their votes are rn·,"n~:anl'F
frequently based upon their
knowing they have fine r\D'rtr.,rrrllnotarium which they perceive as
nity look good.
lYVl>,,.,V£:.t-

There is one very l-nn,nn,rt~Il'\t
cultural richness ""n-.... "n,..'~"lnr'u
actually an economic <::lrr.-llrnDY"'It
munities usually want to attract new businesses
taxes and in other ways increase the economic c:.tr,pn("Fth
of the community. Businesses want to locate
where taxes are low, where their
can be
pensively produced or their services well rDr'Dl'1.TDri
where they can do the best job of malrk{~t1rlg
ucts or services. But they also want to
their employees will enjoy high quality of life. We
need to be able to show that the local
increases life quality in our cities. We need to be
that our chamber of commerce, local hn'C1Y1,DCC;:!DC
cians, professional people and citizens in
upon us as gems in their community.
Of course, the degree to which people palrtl(~lp,ate
something greatly influences the way
things. If they are
a ttenders of
they value star thea ters much more than if
just pleased to know the
is there
attendance
they might want to go sometime.
way we look
right at the core of our success
which often
Building support
ties is vital to everything we do.
Perhaps the
is already known to
who read this. As President of IPS, I wanted to be
that we are all reminded of the
of
able to provide convincing answers to
is necessary
to convince in ways
were not
as important to as
of us as before. This has not
been, by any means, a complete treatment of the "reason for existence"
I
that it win
late others to join in the dialogue,
the
of
The Planetarian for the beneH t of an of us.
Since this is the last of my presidential mE~sSilg{~S
appear in these pages, I want to express
the opportunity of serving in this office.

(Please see President on page
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KAndrew Fraknoi
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
390 Ashton Ave.
San Francisco, California 94112
As mentioned by Von Del Chamberlain in a presidential note in a recent issue of The Planetarian, IPS has
this year become the fourth major astronomical society
to co-sponsor a project to assist teachers of astronomical
subjects in grades 3 through 12. Together with the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP), the American Astronomical Society (AAS) and the Canadian
Astronomical Society (CAS), IPS is now helping to produce and distribute The Universe in the Classroom, a
quarterly newsletter on teaching astronomy.
In this column, I want to fill IPS members in on the
details of the project and suggest some specific ways
they may want to assist in their local communities.
The History of the Newsletter

Since 1978, the summer meetings of the ASP-held in
a different city each year-have featured one to three
days that have been set aside for workshops on astronomy for teachers. In recent years, between 150 and 200
teachers have come each summer -at their own
expense-to take these credit workshops and learn
more about astronomical topics, activities, and
resources.
Participants in these workshops have asked the ASP
year after year if we could set up a way for the "graduates" to keep in touch with us and continue to get
up,oal:es, especially about new discoveries and new
teaching resources. In late 1984, with a grant from the
National Academy of Science's
Fund, we were
finally able to respond to their
by starting a
newsletter on teaching astronomy.

The Board included a number of current and former officers of I.P.S., such as Alan Friedman
Bishop. With a small staff that included Dennis
Schatz (of the Pacific Science Center), we were
to begin.
We thought that in its first year, announcements
the newsletter would probably generate
hundred request, mainly from alumni of our workshops and
other astronomy workshops around the
We
were shocked to receive about 10,000 requests
verse in the Classroom during the 12 months after the
project was announced.
These requests came from schools and
throughout the U.s. and Canada and from
ranging from first grade through community colle2€.
significant number of requests were received from
fessors of science education in universities with
cial interest in teaching teachers. As pleased as
were about this response, we
remembered
the ASP is a non-profit or~~anlizaltioln
sis on the non-profit).
verse"
requests, we
have exhausted the
year budget set aside for the
issues.
'In'il"d... '001.,,*,

We had
Society to co-sponsor the
it an enthusiastic endorsement and its financial assisto look around
sources
tance. Now we
support and
at
the ASP
Board
to devote most
the interest from the
new Bart Bok Memorial Endowment to
letter. The Canadian Astronomical ....
slteD~peCi
su[)oort the
n..f'10'f""Y

was to offer the newsletter to teachers,
and youth groups leaders
of charge,
and to underwrite the project with grants and other
outside
Only written
for the newsletand subscribers would be asked to
ter would be
write in on school or
sure that we were not
public.
lI-hr" ....".ht-

C!onr'l1'M......

al~mnlguJSrlea

Board of Advisors for the

assistance.
We write each issue
the " .... ~"' ... ' ....
audience in mind. We want to

T n.....

experienced science teacher, but also the beginner with
very little science background who may be facing his or
her first grade school class. Many of these teachers
have told us they don't cover topics in modern astronomy because they are afraid their students will know
more than they do. The newsletter tries to give them
information and tools that they can put to immediate
use in the classroom.
Now, IPS has joined the societies involved with the
newsletter as a co-equal sponsor, with full credit on the
masthead. Because planetaria represent the largest
and most effective interface between professional
astronomy and teachers, we are especially pleased to
have you as partners in this endeavor.

Looking to the Future
At present the direct circulation of the newsletter is
over 19,000 and still climbing. In many schools and
school districts the initial recipients make dozens or
hundreds of additional copies (with our enthusiastic
blessings) for further distribution. In addition, articles
from our newsletter have been excerpted and reprinted
in many dozens of local and national magazines and
newsletters read by teachers.
At the recent IAU Colloquium on the Teaching of
Astronomy, several astronomers from around the world
expressed an interest in translating and distributing
the newsletter in their own countries. Arrangements
are now being set up to do this in Spanish, Japanese,
and a number of other languages.

letter Dept., at the address above. We ask teachers
include the grade level at which they teach in their
request. A one-sheet flier about the project is available
for duplication (see #3 below.)
3. If you would like to see a back issue or to receive the
one- sheet announcement of the newsletter project for
distribution in your programs, please write to me
directly at the A.S.P. address (not to "teachers' newsletter dept."-that will just get it to a clerk who will
put your name routinely on computer.)
4. If you have a brief activity or article of -"1-',_ ............
interest to teachers, we welcome submissions to the
newsletter. Bear in mind that each complete issue is
only 4 pages long and that the writing has to be clear
and interesting-not just to veteran teachers but to
beginners with no background in astronomy.

******
Those of us at the ASP who are involved in u."."t-...... oand editing the newsletter have been quite pleased
the response of both the teachers and the o:lct.,..nlnru........ ,.',;,
community to the project. The comments we have
received from teachers about the newsletter have been
especially touching and gratifying. Teachers seem to
like the activities (most of them written by Dennis
Schatz and John Percy), and teaching resource recommendations in each issue, and the informal,
humored style of the articles.

Mark Petersen has sent us the list of IPS members and
we are putting each name on the mailing list for the
newsletter. The next issue should be going out in late
fall 1988 and should be reaching most of you.

We hope, with your help, to expand the circulation
of future issues even further, and to reach many other
teachers whose students might love a unit some modem
topic in astronomy, but whose lack of ho:lr'Ir01l'r.l·U'lri
their science lessons concentrated on frogs
year after year. Thanks to all of you in I.P
help.

Here are some specific things planetarians can do to
help the project:

(President, continued from page 30)

1. If you have the resources and the newsletter meets
with your approval, please feel free to duplicate the
newsletter at your institution and distribute copies to
teachers and others who can use them. (Each issue contains a paragraph giving educational institutions
blanket permission to make additional copies.) The
only thing we ask is that you either reproduce the
issue in full or-if you only use specific articles-that
you give full credit and copyright information on each
copy.

2. If you can't make additional copies locally, you can
simply let teachers know about the newsletter and
that they can get their own copies by writing on school
or other official stationery to: A.S.P., Teachers' News32

appreciation to others I have served with. Your officers and other members of council care deeply about
how they represent you and what IPS does for you. Our
journal is the best it has been.
I am proud to be a planetarian. I value colleagues as
personal friends and as a collective group representing
what I feel is the most enjoyable and interesting of all
professions. We bring light out of darkness in many
ways for many people. Although I will miss the honor
of holding this office, I feel good in knowing that it
will be most competently filled by Terence
I
look forward to continuing to serve, now as
dent, along side others who _have been so
work with.
'-'.HAOV .... U V ......

Strasenburgh Planetarium Production Techniques Seminar, July 1988
13. Mariana Back, 7. Luis Balcazar, 17. Susan Barnett, 49. Henry Bouchell, 12. Bruce Brandle, 33. Dayle Brown, 6.
Andy Chase, 26. Steven Davis, 43. Jim Elmer, 40. Anis Ghani, 9. Dave Geyer, 36. Shoichi Itoh, 47. Bjorn Jorgensen,
24. Clark Lewis, 38. Dave Linton, 39. Hans Lundstrom, 44. Germanico Olmedo, 51. Hans Olson, 30. Michael Paradis, 52. Nils Pedersen, 11. David Portee, 29. Carlos Rios, 37. Ramatosh Sarkari 4. Howard Schuman, 32. Ivan
Semenick, 16. Hilda "Ronnie" Smutney, 50. Michael Szeszes, 21. Alain Vachon, 25. Laura VanMessem, 23. Jim
Wells, 10. Arline (Besty) Whitlock, 19. Elmara Willis, 14. Juan A. Bernedo, 20. Lonny Buinis, 22. Dorothy Crawford, 45. Allan Davenport, 48. John Downey, 8. Susan Dunn, 3. Thomas Kraupe, 18. Paul Krupinski,46. Asuncion
Sanchez, 41. Chuck St. Lucas, 15. Michael Sulkowski, 42. Visitor from Outer Space, Muhammad Farooq Raja
(absent). Planetarium Staff-1.Vic Costanzo, 2. Charlene Oukes, 28. Elmer Bataitis, 5. Fran Biddy, 34. Lorna
Kremer, 27. Joe Ricci, 53. Dave Lorah, 31. Mark Howard, 54. Carl Dziedziech, 35. Don Hall, Director.
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Carolyn Collins Petersen
PO Box: 3023
Boulder, Colorado 80307

the Order of the Universe. But the ways in
so commonly misuses astronomical rerrrUnUJlu.~
inexcusable. One seriously
which he understands the
presents. At times he demonstrates
else badly flawed knowledge of the
and
that on to the unsuspecting reader. Some of the
erroneous or misleading statements encountered
name a few) are: "A continuous
occurs
there is a visual light source."
83); "When
oids crash-land on Earth, exploding into oblivion
result, they are called meteors;" (p. 99); ".. .
distance to objects lying
the solar ... " ........ "
be determined with any dependable accuracy."
102); the "Magnetosphere" is labeled a
"Earth's Atmospheric
" Table
p.
sky is so radioactive that radio astronomers need
up
point their telescopes
to
132), 'The squares of the sidereal
of two
ets will be proportional to their mean distances
the sun." (p. 134);
these white
collapse even further and become neutron stars
there
holes." (p. 197); "Somewhere out in
galaxies of antimatter."
ble exceptions,
Vela." (p. 209).
r'£>Y-,r't->T'ilTo.:

Studies in Starlight: Understanding Our
Universe by Charles J. Caes, TAB Books,
Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania.
First Edition (softcover), 1988, 227 pages,
$12.95.
Reviewed by Jordan D. Marche II, North Museum Planetarium, Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania 17603.
This new secondary- to college-level text appears
unique in its presentation of the study of modem astronomy. It follows neither the traditional earth-to-theuni~erse (pedantic) approach, nor does it begin with
the stellar astronomy/physics style of other modern
authors. Instead, the book's contents are arranged
according to the major components of the electromagnetic spectrum, from radio to gamma ray energies (after
an introduction to visible light). Such an avenue has
its disadvantages, though; chiefly in the necessary
redundancies (objects such as quasars must be covered
repeatedly in chapters on radio, ultraviolet and x-ray
astronomy). My feelings are that this may confuse,
rather than help, the beginning astronomy student,
instead of letting him/her grasp the overall nature of
such objects through a wholistic study of their origins
and evolution. It puts more of a burden onto that student to privately synthesize a truly diverse collection
of data. In which case, the text might serve more as a
handy reference guide to the experienced teacher (or
planetarian).
But beside these general statements of philosophy, I
have even harsher criticisms of the author and publisher. The book was clearly written by someone who is
not an astronomer, for it is rife with minor to major
errors throughout. Mr. Caes's credits as a technical
writer include "more than 100 manuals on electronics,
electronic equipment, computers and programming ... ,"
plus a companion volume, Cosmology: The Search for
34

and irritable tendancies of the
into the book
"'V..,. ...... 1I""nC

instincts or of intellectual
"For thousands or millions of u"':::lrC;;~_,rI""n"'lnnln
how long you believe men and women have been on
Earth- ... " (p. 109); "By some
accident
cial design, ... (p. 133); "Just
x-radiation was produced
ciated with cosmological
to wild
lation." (p. 202); "The second has to do with the true
age of the universe, ... which may now be
It
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from 10 billion to 100 billion according to scientific
sources or only thousands of years according to religious
historians." (p. 203); and "So all astronomers have to
do is measure the mass and gravitation, and the rest is
just a few complicated equations." (p. 203).
If that is not enough to make you want to avoid this
text, there are also a host of misspellings, omissions,
typos, and word-processing slips that change one sentence into another at the end of a line (such as on p. 11,
2nd column, 5th to 7th lines). Throughout the book, the
author has confused Huygens with Huggins, spelled
Brahe's first name as "Tyco," mixed up century names
(from eighteenth to twentieth), slaughtered a variety
of other astronomers names, repeatedly spelled "lightning' as "lightening," exchanged "proton" for "photon," "propergated" light every time is was emitted,
described "cadioptric" telescopes and said that
"Everything happens again." (p. 83).

Some of the author's research is obviously dated, in
describing possible origins of the solar system from
near-collisions of the sun with passing stars (p. 181),
and stating that the moon was "probably a planet in
orbit around the sun millions or billions of years ago,
but its erratic orbit brought it too close to Earth's gravitational field and it was captured in Earth's orbit" (p.
123). His chapter on infrared astronomy fails to mention the ring of debris detected around the star Vega,
and while it mentions the rings of cometary dust found
in our solar system, omits the discovery of new comets
themselves by the IRAS satellite. Revised understanding of Supernova 1987A occurred too late for inclusion, because the star is called a Type I outburst (p.
146) as originally announced.
In short, it is obvious that this book was incompletely
researched and written by someone from outside the
field of astronomy, that it was rushed through production, and that it was neither read critically by anyone
knowledgable in the subject nor even by a competent
proofreader.

A Brief History of Time: From the Big
Bang to Black Holes, Steve W. Hawking,
Bantam Books, ISBN N 0-553-05340-X
$18.95.

required for the class, including this latest work
Stephen Hawking. Hawking's explanations of gelleral
relativity are clearly expressed, and the book is a very
enjoyable read. When you stop to consider the physical
handicaps that Hawking faces, his explanations of
the universe take on new meaning. This man,
oned in a body that works, at best, imperfectly,
reached out to embrace and share his comprehension of
the universe. Time magazine wrote: "even as he sits
helpless in his wheelchair, his mind seems to soar
ever more brilliantly across the vastness of space and
time to unlock the secrets of the universe."
In a sense, we are all fettered as Hawking is, bound to
a planet from which few of us will escape, yearning to
understand the universe and what makes it work. As
planetarians, we have to translate that understanding
for our audiences. Explaining the inner workings of the
universe (oh no, not another cosmology show, Martha!)
is difficult at best. That's why I recommend Hawking's
book to those of you who want to try to communicate
the beauty of the universe to your audiences. While
you wouldn't want to translate the book directly to the
dome, it is an excellent background book to read as
prepare your program.

The Christmas Star, John Mosley, Griffith Observatory, 2800 East Observatory
Road, Los Angeles, California 90027; 76
pages, paperbound, $5.00 ppd per copy
$2.50 plus postage for 10 or more copies.
Reviewed by Jordan D. Marche II, North Museum Planetarium, Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania 17603.
This new booklet presents in simple yet concise language the modern "story" of the Christmas Star and
our attempts to understand what it may have been. As
such, it is the ideal guide to recommend for patrons
who inquire after our programs about more information.
At the same time, it is also an excellent, condensed reference for any planetarian who has written (or is
thinking of writing) a Christmas planetarium show.
The work is a natural outgrowth of John's research into
(and popularization of) the new historical and astronomical chronology of Dr. Ernest L. Martin (The Birth
of Christ Recalculated, 1980).

Reviewed by Carolyn Collins Petersen.
I'm taking a class this semester called "Topics In
Stars and Galaxies"-which our professor has turned
into "Frontiers of Astrophysics." For the past few
weeks we've plowed through aspects of general and
special relativity with the single-mindedness of lemmings headed out to the cliffs. Several books are
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The book's contents are logically arranged to answer
four main questions, "When was Christ born?," "Who
were the Magi?," "What was the Star?," and "Why
Celebrate on December 25?" A final chapter summarizes "Christmas Customs and Solstice Ceremonies,"
and there is a modest-length bibliography. Numerous
illustrations appear throughout (diagrams, photos and
3S

original artwork by Griffith Observatory Staff Artist
Lois Cohen), adding much appeal and understanding to
the concepts presented.
misconceptions
The main body of the work traces
and weighs the eviabout the time of Herod's
dence suggesting that it occurred after the total lunar
eclipse of January 9-10, 1 B.C. The main
derived
from this discussion is, that without a trustworthy
historical framework, it is useless to try and look into
the sky for the star's identity.
Beliefs about the Magi and their (assumed) astrological training then lead one, through a process of elimination, to the conclusion that the "Star" was one or
more conjunctions involving Jupiter (the king plane!),
Regulus (the king star), and the planet
culminating in the spectacular June 17, 2 B.C. event. Recent

updates from several sources
even closer than . . ,....',. ..
an actual
v'..................... uv., ••
T1,n.11."."It' t-1"\r.,11n-lht-

""'1"" ..... 01-..,. ...' "

newer and less .... n-n."'r' .. '"
fear is now out
has done the nl~lnCl.t-:ll"·1"''''''''
"popular" ~l1thr''''''''"'<T
and science centers who po~,se~;s
find this item to be in much demalnd
tors. I'm
Museum) and am
to own
myself. I think that most of you will want to
same.

o

ASTRONOMY AY
Taking Astronomy To The People

MAY 13 , 1989
Astronomy clubs, science museums, astronomy departments, planetariums,
etc, wishing a free booklet of suggestions for hosting local events,
should send a request on institutional stationary (include $2.00 for postage and packaging). Outside the United States include $3.00 in U.S.
funds. Organizations wishing "the rules and entry forms for the Astronomy
Day contest without ordering the entire handbook should send a self
addressed, stamped legal size envelope to:
Gary E. Tomlinson
Astronomy Day Coordinator
Astronomical League
c/o Chaffee Planetarium
54 Jefferson Avenue S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-456-3985.
Individuals wanting more information about local events should contact
their local astronomy institution.
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Focus on Education
Spatial AbilitYJ ScienceJ an

x

Mark S. Sonntag
Angelo State University
San Angelo, Texas 76909

Spatial ability can be defined as one's ability to
mentally juxtapose, manipulate, and rotate an object
and to create structures in the mind from written or verbal directions. Previous research has shown that
women perform below men in tasks requiring spatial
abilit y 1 and that aptitude in spatial ability is important for success in mathematics and science2. College
science majors have also been found to outperform nonscience majors in measures of spatial ability3. In addition, it has been shown that college students' spatial
ability may be improved, when students are subjected
to carefully designed activities4 .
Positional astronomy topics such as concepts related
to the motions and phases of the moon are prominent in
many elementary school science curricula. Success in
understanding these concepts requires a fairly high
degree of spatial ability. Since elementary school
teachers generally fall into the lowest category of
measured spatial ability (female, nonscience majors),
and yet these very teachers will be responsible for
teaching science, which generally requires greater spatial abilities, it appears prudent for institutions of
higher education involved in teacher education to both
assess and attempt to improve the spatial ability of
prospective elementary school teachers.
This research attempted to answer the following
questions:
1.

What is the status of spatial ability and knowledge of concepts related to the motions and phases
of the Moon of prospective elementary school
teachers enrolled in Education 4303 (Science in the
Elementary SchooD during the first summer session, 1988 at Angelo State University.

2 Is a combination planetarium/laboratory teaching
method effective in improving spatial ability and
knowledge of concepts relating to lunar motions and
phases for prospective elementary school teachers
at A.S.U.
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3. What student factors affect the rate of improvement
in spatial ability and attainment of
related to lunar motions and phases.
This project employed a quasi-experimental, nonequivalent control group design that can be described
graphically as follows.

01 :::: spatial ability pretest
~

:::: lunar motions and phases pretest
X :::: Treatment (Planetarium/Laboratory Ins,trulCtl'On)
OJ : : spatial ability posHest
04 :::: lunar motions and phases posttest
The test of statistical significance between
posHest scores utilized a one-way analysis of variance.
The additional factors of gender, academic major, and
the number of credit hours in math and science were
investigated for potential interactions between these
variables and scores on the spatial ability and lunar
motions tests.
The assessment of spatial ability on the pre- and
posHests was accomplished with identical forms of a
test developed by the researcher in a previous project.
The assessment of concepts related to lunar motions and
phases was measured by parallel forms of an investigator constructed test. Content validity was established though review from Angelo State University
faculty members in the Department of Physics and
Education. Test reliability was determined using the
Kuder-Richardson Formula 21. The reliability
cients and standard errors of measurement are given in
Table 1. The relatively low reliabilities reported can
probably be explained by the the low number of items
on each test (20 and 30 items). Also the KR21 Formula
tends to underestimate the test reliability 5.
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Students enrolled in Education 4303 (Science in the
Elementary SchooD during the first summer session,
1988 at A.S.U. were the experimental group for this
study. Students enrolled in Physics 1302 (Astronomy of
the Solar System) were used as the control group.
Group characteristics are listed in Table 2.
The experimental instructional method included
planetarium lecture/demonstration, a limited celestial globe demonstration, and a lunar position graphing activity. The length of time for this instruction was
limited by the brief time available during the summer
session. In addition, all participants received an
astronomy teacher's guide booklet with activities that
can be used in the elementary school classroom. The
control group received no special instruction.

between it and the control group and
0.13 level of significance. The other factors 'n~&'~'~A
academic majors) are not reported, because
confounded by the treatment.
lunar motions
Differences on the pre- and
scores are summarized in
12. The eXlpe]~irrlental
group improved significantly, while
group's score actually declined slightly.
CONCLUSIONS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS

RESULTS

The results of the pre-tests were examined across a
number of factors. These data for the spatial ability
pretest are summarized in Table 3. Differences across
gender favoring males does approach statistical significance at the 0.05 level. This finding is consistent
with results reported by other researchers. Very weak
correlations were found between spatial ability and
credit hours in math or science. See Table 4. This is consistent with previous research findings 6 . Because of the
limited number of science majors (only 2 in both groups),
this factor was not usable in this study.
The results of the lunar motions pretest are summarized in Table 5. Statistically significant differences
were found between an factors investigated. Differences between the control and experimental groups can
be accounted for, because the control group had previous instruction in the subject matter. Differences across
sexes can be explained by noting that all save one in
the experimental group were female. The same reasoning explains differences on this test across academic
rna jors.
very weak correlations were found
between number of credit hours in math and science and
scores on the lunar motions (Table
The results of the spatial ability and lunar motions
posttests are summarized in Tables 7 and 8. Now, there
were found no significant differences found across
groups, gender, or academic majors on either test. And
again, only weak correlations were
between
credit hours of math and science and the posUest scores
(Tables 9 and 10).

An item analysis of the lunar motions
is useful in determining the understandings
vice teachers in the
group had
subject matter. A total
13 items were duplicated on
the lunar motions pre- and posttests. The six most difficult items are reported in Table 14. All these items
showed a noticeable improvement. Prior to
68% of the students apparently did not understand the
geometry of the new moon phase. This and the
sis of other pretest items supports the claim that these
future teachers had some lTY'11nn.1!·t~r\t- rr\iS1.1n(lerstandin~;s

The correlation matrices ... or'A ... I~.ori
and 10 show weak correIa Hons hot'UTe,on
ability and lunar motions tests and
either test
the the number of credit hours of math or science.
Although it has been shown in
research that
spatial ability
be an
factor in success
some science
mathematics
the measure of
credit hours
in science and math is dictated
by
and does not indicate the
level of success in these courses. It has also been
reported that "'¥'''"U''''.
with
"\T,pr~(T,pO
be l1n·'TY'I1nr11~·t~ ...,.t
I

Differences between
scores for the ... "'1.,.................. .

N ext, differences between pre- and posttests were
examined within each group. Differences on the preand posUest spatial ability scores are summarized in
Table 11. The experimental group did dose the gap
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Differences between lunar motions pre- and posttest
scores for the experimental group did show a highly
significant increase (Table 12). The instruction used
was apparently successful in providing understandings
in this subject matter area. In future classes the subject
matter should be expanded to include the use of star
maps, time and the Earth's rotation, seasons and the
Earth's orbital motion, and planetary motions.
The results of this research do support the use of
planetarium and laboratory lessons with preservice
elementary school teachers. Future strategies should
expand the subject matter taught and include special
instruction to help improve spatial ability. The use of
the Science Curriculum Improvement Study's (SeIS)
module "Relative Position and Motion" could be well
utilized to accomplish this goal.
Since this type of instruction has not been available
in the past, it would seem that there is a need to also
provide teacher inservice workshops and/ or courses in
this area. For fu ture research projects, it is recommended that more diverse groups be utilized so that
gender, academic major, and previous success in math
and science courses can be utilized in true multi-factor
experimental design.
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TABLE 1

TABLE 2

TEST RELIABILITIES &
STANDARD ERRORS

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

CHARACTERISTIC
Spatial AbU.

Pretests
PosUesls

Lunar Motions

r = 0.45
Se = 1.9
r = 0.46
Se =1.8
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r =0.54
Se = 2.6
r =0.59
Se =2.7

Number
Female
Male
Sci~nce Major
Education Major
NOIlllcience Major
Credit Hours of Science
Credit Hours of Math

EXPERIMENTAL

CONTROL

37
16
21
2
5
26
9 (mean)
16 (mean)

33
32
1
0

33
0
14 (mean)
6 (mean)
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TABLE 3

TABLE 4

SPATIAL ABILITY PRETEST

CORRELATION MATRIX

SCORES
CONTROL

EXPEmMENTAL

PROBADIUTY

15.7

14.7

0.09

SCIElfCI HOURS

1.0

MAl!

FEWAlE

PROBADIUTY

KAlH HOURS

-0.04

1.0

16.2

14.e

0.05

SPATIAL AI!lI.ITt

0.08

0.09

SCIENCE MAJOR

EDUCATION

NONSCIENCE

PROBABIUTY

SCIENCE HOURS

14A11I1I011RS

15.5

14.8

15.7

0.44

SPATIAL ABIUTY

TABLE 5

TABLE 6

LUNAR MOTIONS PRETEST

CORRELATION MATRIX

SCORES
CONTROL

EXPERIMENTAL

PROBADIUTY

22.0

17.1

>0.01

SCIENCIHOURS

1.0

MALE

FEMALE

PROBABIUTY

KAlH HOURS

-0.04

1.0

22.5

18.5

>0.01

LUNAR MOTIONS

0.18

-0.07

1.0

SCIENCE MAJOR

EDUCATION

NONSCIENCE

PROBADIUTY

SCIENCE HOURS

HAm HOURS

LUNAR MOTIONS

27.0

17.9

21.4

>0.01

TABLE 7

TABLE 8

SPATIAL ABILITY POSTTEST

LUNAR MOTIONS POSTTEST
SCORES

SCORES
15.8

EXPERIMENTAL
,15.7

MALE

FEMAlE

16.2

15.5

SCIENCE MAJOR

EDUCATION

17.5

IS.7

CONTROL

40

: PROBABUJTY

I

0.71

CONTROL

EXPERIMENTAL

PROBABIUTY

2D.6

22.2

0.12

- - - - - r--PROBABILITY

MALE

FEMALE

0.27

21.4

21.2

NONSClENCE

PROBADIUTY

SCIENCE MAJOR

EDUCATiON

NONSCIENCE

PROBABlLIIT

15.8

0.58

26.0

21.8

20.3

0.10

PROBABlLlfY j

0.89

--
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TABLE 9

TABLE 10

CORRELATION MATRIX

CORRELATION MATRIX

SCIENCE HOURS

1.0

MATIlHOURS

-0.04

1.0

SPATIAL ABILITY

0.14

0.01

1.0

SCIENCE IIOURS

MATIlIIOURS

SPATIAL ABILITY

SCIENCE IIOURS

1.0

MATH HOURS

-0.04

1.0

LUNAR M<YrIONS

0.29

-0.01

SCIENCE HOURS

MATI! !lOURS

LUNAR !lOTIONS

TABLE 11

TABLE 1

SPATIAL ABILITY PRE- AND
POSTTESTS

LUNAR MOTIONS PRE- AND
POSTTESTS

FACTOR·

PRETEST SCORE

POSTTEST SCORE

PROBABILITY

fACTOR

PRETEST SCORE

POSTIEST SCORE

PROBABILITY

Control

15.7

15.8

0.90

Control

22.0

20.6

0.15

Experimental

14.8

15.8

0.13

Experimental

17.2

22.2

>0.01

TABLE 1

1

SPATIAL ABILITY TEST ITEM
ANALYSIS
ITEM

PRETEST

1--------·- ------.

Cone x-section parallel to
base.
a

The Planetarian,

POSTIEST

72%

60%

63%

70%

52%

33%

ANALYSIS
ITEM

Length of Moon's umbra Be
effect on solar
Only small area of solar
eclipse visibility.
New Moon phase geometry,
View from Moon
a
lolal lunar eclipse.
Circumstances (or a solar
eclipse to occur.
Moon's umbra Be totality

PRETEST

POS'ITEST

------ - - - -

90%

47%

68%
68%

37%
37%

58%

37%

52%
39%

27%
13%

Planetarium
Us ge for
Second ry
Students
Gerald L. Mallon, Ed.D.
Arcola Intermediate School
Eagleville Road
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19403

Please note, your submissions are needed and appreciated!

INTRODUCTION
The following lesson was developed by Stuart Chapman of the Harford County Md. Schools Planetariums.
It first came to my attention through the courtesy of
Jordan Marche (former Editor of The Planetarian). Jordan was very impressed with the lesson and urged Stu
to submit it for publication. In this lesson, Stu offers a
simple yet effective method for helping students to use
Kepler's Third Law to determine the distances to the
planets. In this excellent lesson, students first use the
planetarium to make observations and gather data
about a planet's synodic period. Following this planetarium exercise, the students determine the planet's
sidereal period and then, using Kepler's Third Law,
the planet's approximate distance from the sun. This
lesson complements another one created by J. Lawrence
Dunlap, Education Director, Flandrau Planetarium,
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona ("Distance to
the Planets") which appeared in this column in the
March 1988 issue of The Planetarian (Dunlap, 1988).
Both programs offer secondary students the opportunity to observe the positions of planets over an
extended period of time, and to make various predictions about them.
In reviewing this lesson, you'll undoubtedly note the
ease with which you can adapt this program for your
use. Stu reports that he particularly likes it because he
can prepare for it, in a minimal amount of time. "I often
schedule it between primary programs, (where I use
pans and everything else). I can have all kinds of setups, for all kinds of programming, and still fit this program in-between anytime."
This lesson would be an excellent lab activity for students in Physics, General Astronomy, Earth Science,
Algebra, or Social Studies classes (those studying
Copernicus and Kepler). Readers are invited to try this
lesson with their students, and to communicate their
reactions to Stu.
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Readers are reminded to please send any comments on
this lesson, as well as submissions of other lesson
for the secondary level (grades 7-12) to me. In . . . ~.vAA.'A.
ting lesson plans, please remember to use the following
format: Title, Purpose, Objectives, Materials, Preparation, and Procedure. Thank you!

KEPLER'S TlllRD LAW IN ONE CLASS PERIOD

A Planetarium Lesson by
Stu Chapman
Harford County Md. Schools Planetariums
Edgewood Middle School
Edgewood, Maryland 21040

Purpose: To demonstrate to the student, how a planet's
sidereal orbital period and distance from the sun can be
determined by simple naked-eye observations.
Grades: Secondary, 8-12, Undergraduate College General Astronomy or Earth Science course.
Behavioral Objectives: By the end of the lesson the
student will be able to :
1. Distinguish between the synodic period and the
sidereal period of a planet.
2. Determine the length (in days) of a planet's
synodic period from actual observations in the
tarium.
3. Calculate the length (in days) of the same
sidereal period, using appropriate formulae.
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4. Calculate the length in astronomical units of the
planet's semimajor axis, using the data obtained above
and the equation from Kepler's third law.
Materials: Data chart and pencil in the planetarium,
Calculator afterward.
Related Information: The actual planetarium part of
the lesson requires only one class period of time (assuming that fifty minutes or an hour is available). The
entire lesson, however, will require pre-visit preparations and post-visit analysis. The pre-visit and postvisit activities can be easily covered by the regular
classroom teacher. Optimally, where staffing permits,
the planetarium teacher can visit the class him or herself for the pre and post-visit activities.
Preparation: The plan is very simple-so much so that
the lesson can actually be done without any lengthy
time for set-up or research. The method will be to run
the annual motion motor together with the daily
motion motor to follow some or all of the planets for
one synodic period each. With the inferior planets, I
suggest that you do this from superior conjunction to
superior conjunction but two consecutive eastern or western elongations will do just as well. For the superior

planets, consecutive conjunctions with the sun is the
method used to determine the planet'S synodic
You might wish to use an ephemeris or astronomical
data book to first determine the actual dates of future
planetary superior conjunctions with the sun for
own reference, (see the table below) but that is
consuming and not really necessary. Under ideal
tions (where there are no time limits) you will wish
have students take data for each of the naked
planets. However, most of us are always "under
gun" to finish our lesson in time for the bell to ring or to
meet bus transportation schedules. The time
for data taking can be cut to less than one hour
ply eliminating the planets of Venus and Mars
the observations since they require the greatest amount
of time to complete. Also, by eliminating Venus and
Mars, no preparation of the instrument will be necessary, and no dead "waiting" time will be
while you run the annual motion motor backwards to
meet a specific date, which you might have determined from the ephemeris.
Preparation for students: During student preparation,
the teacher should use the chalkboard and appropriate diagrams to explain the difference between:

Name

Date

DATA TABLE
PLANET

DATES

S(days)

*

*

P(days) P(yrs)

P2

A3

A(AU)

Mercury
Jupiter
Saturn
Mars
Venus
"" These are the only columns which need to be completed during the planetarium session.
The others are completed afterward.
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1.

inferior and superior planets

2. superior conjunction, greatest eastern elongation,
inferior conjunction, and greatest western elongation of
an inferior planet.
3. superior conjunction, stationary points, retrograde
motion, and opposition of a superior planet.
4. the planet's synodic period, as described in items
#2 and #3 above, and the planet's sidereal period (the
time required for one revolution about the sun)
Planetarium Preparation: Place the sun on the meridian. Any date will do.
Procedure: Tum on the sun and inferior planets and dim
the lights. If the planets can be controlled individually, then Mercury should be used. The ecliptic and the
star lamp can be optionally used here. Now run the
annual and daily motion motors at the same time keeping the sun close to the meridian, while reviewing the
elongations and conjunctions with the sun which will
be occurring. Eventually, you will want to stop both
motors with Mercury in a superior conjunction with the
sun. At this point, turn on the ecliptic and estimate to
the nearest day the date of this event. Use the center
of the sun's image for this purpose. You might wish to
describe how observations of heliacal settings and risings of a planet in the real sky can be used to determine
such dates in actual observations. The calendar year
name, such as 1989 or 1990, is not essential. You may
simply have students refer to the year as "Year #1."
Have the students record this date on the chart provided. Now, with the ecliptic lamp on, again run both
motors until Mercury completes one synodic periodthat is, until it is again in superior conjunction with the
sun. Record the date again. As far as the year is concerned students only need to know if observations are
being recorded in the same calendar year (stiU Year
#1) or in the next calendar year (Year #2). The difference in days is the planet's synodic period, and should
be recorded in the data chart under column 5.. This is
the only information about each planet which will
actually be recorded in the planetarium. The rest of
the calculations win be performed by the students
themselves later. Next, turn off the inferior planets
and turn on the superior planets. F~nd Jupiter or Saturn
and move the annual motion motor (either forward or
backward-whichever is closer) until the planet is in
conjunction with the sun. Place the planet and sun near
the meridian using the daily motion motor. Let us
assume that Jupiter has been chosen for the demonstration. Again, turn on the ecliptic lamp, and estimate to
the nearest day, the date of the event. Record the year
as "Year #1" as before. Now, with the stars on, run the
annual motion motor only. You might wish to tum on
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the moon and explain that it is a
rough calendar
or timepiece, passing the meridian
the
each (synodic) month. The class will see the sun's
image gradually move eastward and off the dome. The
planet will soon reach a stationary point and
it's
retrograde loop. If you can control the brightness of the
planet's image, you will want to have it reach it's
greatest brightness in the middle of it's
loop, which approximates it's opposition. t.vlen1:uau
the planet will resume its prograde motion, and the sun
will reappear moving forward in time to the next
superior conjunction. As before, record the date to the
nearest day. It is important to note that more than one
year of time win have passed so that the year number
will not be the same as Year #1. Most likely, it will be
"Year #2" (the next calendar year), but could be "Year
#3" if the original observations began when a . . . . D~
lion with the sun occurred in the December part the
ecliptic (as an example, Saturn has no conjunction in
1989). Have students calculate the number of
which have passed, and mark that value in the chart
under the "5," column again. Now find Saturn,
repeat the same process as described above for
If you have the time, repeat the process for Mars
or Venus. In the case of Venus, record the times between
successive inferior conjunctions, if that event is closer.
If you choose not to do this, then spend your remaining
few minutes reviewing how observations like these can
actually be made in the real sky.
n ..

.......

Planetarium Post-Visit: The following part of the lesson can be assigned for homework, or can be done in
class the next day, by the teacher or the Vn"A ........... AA ... "A.
director, as a post-visit activity. First,
sidereal periods should be calculated
ing formulae:
Inferior Planet:
::::::

p

E

+

S

Superior Planet:

+

::::::

S

E

P

where S is the planet's synodic period in days as determined in the planetarium, E is the sidereal period of
the Earth (use 365.25 days), and P is the planet's sideshould then
real period in days. The sidereal
be converted to years (divide
Kepler's third law will be used
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SAMPLE DATA SHEET

P2

A3

0.248

0.062

0.062

0.36

4319.5

11.83

139.8

139.8

5.19

377

11719.1

32.09

1029

1029

10.09

Mars

JuI 18 1987
Sep 3 1989

778

688.5

1.88

3.55

3.55

1.52

Venus

Jun 25 1989
Jan 24 1990

578

223.8

0.61

0.37

0.37

0.72

PLANET

DATES

S(days)

Mercury

JuI 6 Yr #1
Nov 4 Yr #1

121

90.8

Jupiter

May 5 Yr#1
Jun 9 Yr#2

399

Saturn

Dec 27 Yr#1
Jan 5 Yr#3

P(days) P(yrs)

A(AU)

CONJUNCTIONS OF SUPERIOR PLANETS WITH THE SUN
MARS

JUPITER

SATURN

1987 August 25

1987 March 27
1988 May 2
1989 June 9
1990 July 15

1987 December 16
1988 December 26

1989 September 29

1990 January 6

1991 November 8

SUPERIOR CONJUCTIONS OF INFERIOR PLANETS WITH THE SUN
MERCURY
1988 December 1
1989 April 4, July 18, November 10
1990 March 19,July 2, October 22
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VENUS

1989 April 4
1990 November 1
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Keith Johnson
Fleischmann Planetarium
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557
CompuServe ID 73260,1674
GEnie ID K.JOHNSON6
One of the most enchanting capabilities of modern
microcomputers is their ability to bring other parts of
the world into your office. Many children are learning
about pioneering in Oregon through a simulation game.
Now we can bring a different part of the universe down
to earth. Robert Allen of La Crosse, Wisconsin, has
been playing with ... sorry, investigating the educational merits of a program that allows you to live in an
environment that doesn't even exist yet, and he was
kind enough to share his experiences with us.

Space M+A+X: Space Station Construction
Simulator, for IBM-PC computers. Produced
and distributed by Final Frontier Software,
18307 Burbank Blvd., Suite 108, Tarzana,
California 91306. List price $59.95.
Reviewed by Robert H. Allen Planetarium-Cowley
Hall University of Wisconsin-La Crosse La Crosse,
Wisconsin 54601.
"Space M+A+X" consists of three floppy disks
(which can be installed to a subdirectory on a hard
disk if the user prefers) and a 137-page Operator's
Manual by T. L. Keller. Keller has an engineering
degree, an MBA, and an MS in Management Science. He
also was a computer systems analyst for Planetary
Encounters at JPL. In addition, he has experience in
aerospace and construction industries. HSpace M+A+X"
is a project management simulator for the construction
of the first commercial space station.
Space M+A+X Enterprises Corporation has an
inventory of Space Station modules which it plans to
launch, assemble, and operate. It has NASA contracts
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for shuttles and heavy-lift launch
vehicles. It has a substantial budget, but limi ted time to make the
station operational. Your
ment, as Simulator Operator, is to
direct construction. Your resources
include Shuttles, HL V s,
flight crews, operating crews, consumables, a budget, and a time
limit. It is based on NASA's Space Station. and has
over 80 color displays and 3-D graphics. There are five
levels of difficulty, and simulations can be saved for
later inspection and use. The price has recently been
lowered and two copies of the disks can be made after
purchase. Spares are also available at $10 per set. The
Surback cover of the manual carries the Chief
geon's warning that "use at the highest
of
difficulty may be too intense and could damage your
mental health." The first page of the manual recommends beginning the simulation only after a complete
review of the manual. (After all, the safety of the
crew and the security of high value resources depend on
your understanding the material!) (Ed. note: Hmmmm
... read the manual first! What a novel idea!)

One double-sided disk drive is required, but a double
disk system makes for smoother, simpler
Other requirements include IBM PC DOS Version 2.10
or higher for PC AT, 192 KB RAM or more, a color
graphics adapter 000% IBM compatible), and color
graphics monitor. Optional recommendations include
IBM Enhanced Color Display (requires
or
resolution RGB, a joystick, and a
(dot matrix or
letter quality). I used a single
but the
optionally recommended double-disk
would
have eliminated a lot of waiting time. The color-coded
disks also aid greatly when loading is required.
Although this is a compu ter
cated. Keller and Final Frontier
time be held liable for indirect or consequential damages resulting from the use of this product such as mental inness, suicide, or divorce!" Chapters in the manual include Simulation
STS and
Station, Operating Instructions, Financial Reports, and
Appendices. If you foHow directions and read the manthe
and
ual in detail before plunging
ing of the program are impeccable. At first
manual appears overly detailed, but once you are well
underway you f~nd that the details are both ne<:essar'v
and interesting. The system is
and this aids the flow throughout.
The purpose of the program is to give the
experience in taking on the authority and responsibil-
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ity for project budgeting and scheduling until the first
privately-funded space station is completed, operating, and accepted by the management company. It is
"just a simulation," but it has painstakingly been
assembled to be as realistic and detailed as possible.
You are compensated for successful efforts with a generous salary, a completion bonus, and a profit sharing
scheme. The total earnings are, in direct proportion to
the degree of the success in managing the project.
Although this is obviously a game, it is not for the
casual user! It has potential usage as a supplement for
an introductory Aerospace Engineering or Physics class,
but would be difficult to integrate into their curricula.
From my viewpoint and knowledge, the accuracy and
technical quality are excellent. The visual graphics
are all beautiful, and some are stunning. An awful lot
of effort went into them. The programs even has crew
members who can get sick or strike, flights that have
to be aborted after launch due to engine failure, and
financial penalties if a minimum configuration is not
achieved. There are several landing sites to choose
from, but the visual graphics for landings look the
same for all of them. Also, orbital altitudes are given
in miles, and probably should be changed to metric
units. Once construction is underway, you have to worry
about details like center of mass location, crew and
materials traffic, orbital altitude, and orbital inclination. Biological processing, furnace processing, and containerless processing can be performed once the modules
and materials are ready. Astrophysics experiments can
also be performed. The most helpful chapter is Chapter 3, Operating Instructions. Followed closely, it
allows the user to gain success at the lower level
difficulties on the first few tries.
Personally, I enjoyed working with this program.
One of my Introductory Astronomy II students, Allen
Stell pflug, aided me in using and evaluating the program and he was even more intrigued than I was. We
were not able to use or evaluate the optional classical
or contemporary music, musical prompts, and sound
effects since we were working in a crowded computer
lab room. If time permitted, it would have been interesting to move on to the higher levels of difficulty to
see just how difficult they are. But, after their earliermentioned warning, perhaps it's best that I left well
enough alone!

*"'**"''''*'''****
I've mentioned some public-domain Macintosh Desk Accessories (DAs) that I had
planned to discuss this quarter. Well, I got
'em, from EduCorp, and they ain't worth
the trouble to install.
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"Planets" gives you a small
"small" or the "large" planets on
your system clock. But it doesn't do them
Mercury in the first display, and includes
Saturn, and earth (!) in the sec:on~a.
want to fool around with your
check the alignments on other dates.
up a graphic of the stars visible on
does an incomplete job. You can
south; there's no way to get the entire
star names for the bright stars. And
five different latitudes, from
rise ... Sunset" is of some usefulness. It .......r' .. ,."'... "'",,
rise and sunset times for ...
only, for your time zone.
is an ac(:ornpan'V1l1Lg
application that will configure the DA for
ular location and time zone.
"Go-Go!", on the other
is a DA from the
disk that would be of interest to no"rh"nc
people concerned with
these are available from
ware, or
me if you don't want to
per disk. Just send me a blank disk
I'll include some other trivial gOIOQleS
more than these D A' s if

planet's semimajor axis, or distance
astronomical units:

the

Using a hand
have students find
square of
and then take the cube root of the
The results
be recanted
column marked A.
One will find
accura te
will be
accepted values. Some
one of
classes. A
with
on
son.
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THE DIGISTAR UNlVE

A new experience for your planetari
DIGISTAR is the world's
first and only planetarium and
space theater projection system
based on sophisticated computer
graphics. Instead of mechanical
components, DIGISTAR relies
on computer graphics to project
standard planetarium features,
plus special effects that are totally
unique to DIGISTAR.
A COMPLETE,
EXPANDABLE SYSTEM
DIGISTAR is delivered with
all of the hardware and software
required to generate images and
project them onto a dome. The
system features an extensive
software package that can be
easily updated and expanded.
Some of the standard DIGISTAR
features include:
• 3-D outlines of 88
constellations
• Travel through space and
time, spatially flying through
400 parsecs
• Proper motion of the stars and
constellations one million
years into the future or past
• Instant positioning from the
current sky to any other sky in
the past or future
• Alternate skies-Gamma Ray,
X-Ray, Radio and Infrared
• Meteors, galaxies and special
effects
• Sun, planets and their moons,
comets and asteroids with
their motions accuratel y computed using a Keplerian model
• 3-D drawing package to create
your own effects
• Extensive users library-free
to all DIGISTAR owners

..

St. Louis skyline presented by

DIGISTAR, With DIGISTAR, your planetarium visitors can fly through a computer data base of your city or through
the DIGISTAR universe. Created by HOK
Computer Service Corp, St. Louis, Mo
.. The DIGISTAR installation at the
McDonnell Star Theater at the Sf. Louis
Science Center, The DIGISTAR projector
lens can be seen in the projection pit in
the center of the star theater and always
projects from below the springline of the
dome,

DIGISTAR USERS
GROUP
All DIGISTAR owners
belong to the DIGISTAR Users
Group. This provides an efficient
and economical way to share
information, and to exchange
special effects; .. at no charge!
No other planetarium system
can offer this powerful way to
expand instrument capabilities
and horizons.
of a proposed NASA
space station created on DIGISTAR,

Special effects let your
planetarium visitors explore
more than astronomy. Molecules
and chemical designs may be projected on the dome bigger than
life; engineering and scientific
designs can be displayed, then
rotated, panned and zoomed, to
study, to educate and to entertain. A variety of other data bases
and special effects can be displayed and manipulated, in real
time. DIGISTAR is truly unique
because what you create and pro~
ject on the dome of your planetarium is limited only by your
imagination. Learn how you can
bring a new universe ... the
DIGISTAR Universe ... to
your planetarium.
For more information, call
Jeri Panek, DIGISTAR sales.

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
A An interior view of the Omniversum

Space Theater in The Hague, Nether-

580 Arapeen Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Telephone: (801) 582-5847

lands The DIGISTAR projector is located
in the center of the star theater. permitting an unobstructed view of the entire

.. Manned maneuvering unit (MMU)

dome and providing maximum seating

used by NASA astronauts to perform a

capacity

variety of tasks in space,

Suggested Changes to IPS By-Laws (changes are underlined)

SecretaryJ s
Notepad
Gerald l .. Mallon
IPS Executive Secretary
204 Haws Avenue
Norristown.
Pennsylvania 19401

Greetings of the Season and Best Wishes for the New
Year! This has been a busy fall for many in the planetarium field, and so not to make it any worse for you, I
will keep this column as short as possible. First, I want
to thank all of you who responded to the invitation in
the last issue, to become involved with some of the
various projects of the IPS. There were quite a few
great ideas listed, but your work can make them
become a reality. By now those of you who volunteered
should have heard from your coordinator and are
hopefully busily working away on your area of concern.
Please be sure to communicate with all of the IPS officers on a frequent basis, and the Executive Council as
often as needed. It would be great to receive a preliminary report (or final report if possible) by the Spring,
so that it can be reviewed at the next Council Meeting.
(This is particularly important if you foresee the need
for financial involvement from the IPS.) Once your
plan is approved, it will be possible to let others know
about it through The Planetarian. On this point,
please be aware of the tirne lag between submitting an
article and seeing it in print. The Planetarian is issued
each season with the deadline the previous season
(example: the June issue has a deadline of April 21).
On the topic of dates, you should have received and
returned
ballot for the IPS elections. The list of
candidates include: for President Elect: David Dundee
and John Pogue, for Executive Secretary: Jerry Mallon,
and for Treasurer: Mark Peterson. As well as selecting
candidates for office, you were also asked to approve a
few changes to the IPS By-Laws. These changes would
improve the functioning of the society and are reprinted below with a few comments for your review.
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Article III - Members
Section 1. Persons may become members of the
as:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Member
Honorary Member
Patron
Corporate Member
Institutional

(Currently Institutional Members are grouped with
Individual Members in our Standing Rules. This
clarifies our practices.)
Section 4. Members, Honorary Members, Patrons and
Institutional Members shall be entitled to one vote in
person, by proxy, or by mail as may be appropriate at
any question pertaining to the Society. (Institutional
Members must designate the person who is authorized
to exercise the vote.)
(This change gives the Institutional Member a vote in
IPS business and requires them to designate a representative for this purpose.)
Article VI - Council
Section 3. The elected Officers named under Article
the Past-President, and the Representatives of the
affiliates have each one vote at Council
except for the Chairman of the meeting, who shaH not
vote except to break a tie.
(This corrects a long standing oversight and
Past-President a vote at Council Meetings.)

the

Article VIII
Council
Section 1. Committees are established by
and/or the President through the appointment of a
committee Chair.
(Currently,
Council can establish a committee.
This is somewhat cumbersome considering that we
meet once a
The
would
the
dent to also establish committees.)
Article IX - Finances
Section 1. Annual Dues of Members, of Patrons, of Corporate Members, and of Institutional Members of the
49

Society shall be set by Council.
(This change reflects the addition of Institutional
Members as a separate category of membership.)
On the topic of changes, SEPA changes its IPS representative effective January 1. Replacing Jon Bell will
be Dave Hostetter as incoming President of SEP A and
IPS Representative. On behalf of IPS, I would like to
warmly welcome Dave to Council, and extend my gratitude to Jon for all of his work in the past.
Finally, I would like to close by sharing some good
news with you. It is my pleasure to announce that the
Challenger Center has awarded me the first "Challenger Seven Fellowship." My proposed project (Exploring Together: Adventures in Culture and Space)
was selected by the surviving families of the noble
Challenger Astronauts, as a means of remembering
their spirit, and communicating the wonders of space
exploration to students. My project will serve as a
proto-type, with the goal of it being replicated by as
many other educators as possible in the future. Stressing team spirit, the unique history and contributions of
different cultures, and the multi-disciplinary nature of
space flight, this project involves middle school age
students in an innovative exploration of space. Students will study language, culture, history, research
skills, astronomy, mathematics, space exploration,
problem solving skills, and will do all of this while
having fun! Students will serve as members of a flight
crew charged with the mission of exploring a member
of the solar system. Each crew will represent a different culture from earth, and will use that respective
language to communicate commands while on their
mock mission. They will use and become familiar with
advanced technology (computers, interactive laser
videodiscs, plal),etarium equipment) and will develop
their problem solving skills as they attempt to complete their simulated flight into space. This is an
ambitious project and I welcome any suggestions you
may have on it or help that you may be able to offer.
0
Thanks.

PART TIME PLANETARIUM SALES
Planetarium people wanted to contact potential
school customers for MMl's well established line
of portable school planetariums. Easy to
demonstrate, demo model furnished. Liberal
commission basis. For details, call or write:

MMI CORPORATION
2950 Wyman Parkway
P. O. Box 19907
Baltimore, MD 2 1 21 1

(301) 366-1222
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Joseph Chamberlain
1988 Klumpke-Rob
Award of A. s.
Dr. Joseph Chamberlain, the Director of the Adler
Planetarium in Chicago, has won the 1988
Roberts A ward of the Astronomical Society
Pacific, given each year for outstanding contributions
to the public understanding of astronomy. Previous
winners include Carl Sagan, Isaac Asimov, and Patrick
Moore.

Chamberlain has had a tremendous influence on the
development of planetaria in the United States, having served as director of both the Hayden Planetarium
in New York City and, since 1968, of the Adler. Under
his leadership the Adler Planetarium has become one
of the leading institutions in astronomy education in
the world. An estimated 10 million people have seen
planetarium programs or taken astronomy courses
developed under his guidance.
He has served as president of the American Association of Museums and Chairman of the International
Planetarium Directors' Conference. From 1957 to 1966
he was chairman of the Committee on Education in
Astronomy of the American Astronomical Society.
Through his popular articles and books, through his
training of planetarium staff (now spread throughout
the U.S. and Canada), and by expanding the possibilities of what planetaria can do, he has been an inspiration to astronomy educators around the world.
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific, founded in
1889, is an international scientific and educational
organization that works to ad vance the science of
astronomy and to improve the level of scientific literacyaround the world.
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AutoDla Ion
$10,000 .
JHE offers several peripheral
systems with manual controls
automation for less than $10,000
beginning with our basic ScreenStar
system at only $1,995, up through the
ScreenMaster series beginning at $3,995,
and on through combinations
ScreenMaster,
EffectsMaster,
and
MicroStar which can be blended in the
exact proportions to fit your needs. Since
our systems are modular, you never have to
purchase items you don't need just to get
functions you do need. And this modular
approach to control systems means you can
easily retrofit an older facility with new
functions in many cases by simply inserting
new panels into existing consoles and new
control units into existing proj ection
areas-no extensive reworking needed!
All JHE automation systems are computer-controlled and use name-brand,
"off-the-shelf' computers for the maximum reliability and ease of service you
need! Manual controls on every system provide the flexibility for impromptu
demonstrations, checking setups, etc. All your programs are stored on
"floppy" disks and are easily retrieved for adding cues, editing, and playback.
For playback the computer goes to the disk once and loads the entire show
into the memory of the computer-no going back and forth to the disk!
There's plenty of storage on a normal 5 1/4" disk, too! Typically you can get
more than 25 shows on the same disk!
All JHE automation systems from the simplest to the most complex require
no knowledge of computer programming (it's okay if you have some!) to
operate-they're all "menu-driven", meaning you merely have to select what
you want from a list of options. It's so easy! Cue writing, editing, and playback
are a snap!
The creativity, continuity, and reliability thatJHE automation can bring
your facility at such a small price are waiting for you now!

Contact:

Joe Hopkins Engineering
P. O. Box 14278
Bradenton, FL 34280

Script Section
John Mosley
Griffith Observatory
2800 East Observatory Road
Los Angeles, California 90027

I'm substituting for regular Script Section editor Jordan Marche so that I can tell you about our summer 1989
planetarium show. I'll make an exciting offer regarding it after I describe the show.
This coming July 20 is the 20th anniversary of the
flight of Apollo 11, and we're preparing a summer
show that honors the Apollo missions to the moon.
Rather than just tell what we've learned about the
moon-its history, geology, etc.-I want to give the
audience a feeling for what it was like to be there.
Planetariums are at their best when transporting people to other places and times, and in our summer show I
want the audience to experience, as much as possible,
what it was like to stand on the moon with the crew of
Apollo 11.
The best way to do this, it seemed, was to invite Buzz
Aldrin, who lives in Los Angeles, to put on tape his recollections of what it was like to stand on the moon. He
was there, and a first-person account of his thoughts
and emotions would provide an element of participation and authenticity that our narrators never could.
Buzz agreed, and we have a ten-minute tape of his
description of what it was like to walk on the moon.
Our 1989 summer show is in the scripting stage. We
win intersperse Buzz's narrations, which are divided
into seven segments, with comments by our own narrators who will provide background information. (Our
shows, by the way, are live except for pre-recorded
segments, and our narrators are "lecturers.") Buzz's segments are (1) an introduction, (2) first impressions, (3)
the soil and rocks, (4) what it was like to move around,
(5) the question of fear, (6) last thoughts from the
moon, and (7) a retrospective from years later that
will end the show. Buzz's account is a composite that I
pieced together from the transcript of the Apollo 11
communications and Buzz's book Return to Earth, Random House, New York, 1973. Buzz approved the text
before making the recording.
Here then is our show with Buzz's taped narrations
written out in full. Our narrators' sections are not yet
scripted, and at present I'll just provide brief descriptions of what they will say.
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We Came in Pea
A Tribute to Apollo
Griffith Observatory
Summer, 1989

Narrations by Buzz Aldrin
Observatory Narrator
The narrator evokes a romantic image of the moon.
The moon has always been a symbol of inaccessibility,
but that changed just 20 years ago. [cut to:]
Buzz Aldrin

[The visual is 1V images "live from the moon."]

July 20, 1969. The world watched as men walked on
the moon. It was tremendously exciting. I know-I was
there. My name is Buzz Aldrin.
Observatory Narrator
The narrator provides background on the Apollo
missions. Visuals might include film/video of President Kennedy's goal of putting a man on the moon.
Buzz Aldrin

Nothing prepared me for the starkness of the terrain. It was barren and rolling, and the horizon was not
far off. It's easy to understand why for centuries the
earth was thought to be flat; on the smaller moon my
impression was that we were on a ball-on the knoll of
.a hill that extended a mile and a half or so and was
nearly rounded.
In every direction the surface was pocked with
thousands of little craters and many larger ones, five to
fifty feet across and littered with angular rocks. It
looked like a collection of just about every variety of
shape, angularity, and granularity of rock. At first I
couldn't see much color.
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I was particularly struck by the contrast between
the starkness of the shadows and the desert-like barrenness of the rest of the surface. It ranged from dusty
gray to light tan and was unchanging except for one
startling sight-our Lunar Module with its black, silver, and bright orange-yellow thermal coating shining
brightly in the otherwise colorless landscape.
The color of the ground depended on the angle of the
sun. It could be shades of gray, or it could be quite
bright if the sun was at my back. If I looked around my
shadow, it gave off a whitish color, but if I looked
towards the sun it took on a darker charcoal color.
I could look around and see the earth, which
seemed small-a beckoning oasis shining far away in
the sky. It was almost straight up and was hard to
look at because of the stiffness of our suits. I couldn't
look directly at the sun. It was too brilliant-almost
like a floodlight of not orange but pure white light.
The amount of light reflected off the lunar surface was
so high that it was as if we were standing in brilliantly lit snow. The sky was blackness-I could see no
planets or stars.
I remarked to Houston, "Beautiful, beautiful. Magnificent desolation.
II

Observatory Narrator
The narrator provides background information on
our observations of the moon from the Ice Age (Blanchard Bone) through Galileo and to the limits of telescopic observation. By World War II we had learned
all we could just by looking at it from earth; we needed
to go there to know what it was really like.
Buzz Aldrm

I was full of goose bumps when I stepped down onto
the surface. I felt a bit disoriented because of the nearness of the horizon. On earth when you look at the
horizon it appears flat, but on the moon, so much
smaller and without hills, the horizon in all directions curved visibly down away from us.
I immediately looked down at my feet and became
intrigued with the properties of the lunar dust. On
earth if you kick sand in the desert, clouds build up as
it scatters in all directions, with some grains traveling
farther than others. The moon dust did not cloud at all.
Every grain traveled on a precise path from where it
was kicked to fall uniformly four or five inches away
in a sort of ring. Our boots sank in only a fraction of an
inch in most places, but on the edges of small craters
they sank in about six or seven inches.
The Planetarian, Vol. 17, No.4, December 1988

There was about every type of rock imaginable,
covered with a very light powder. The rocks
selves actually had no color until you looked closely at
the crystals. The thought briefly occurred to me that
these rocks had been sitting there for hundreds of
lions or billions of years, and that we were the
living beings to see them. But we were too busy to
philosophical for long or to study them closely, and we
just grabbed what looked like an interesting assortment. I felt them crunch beneath my feet as we
around.
Observatory Narrator
"That rock Buzz just crunched was probably a
of basalt that had lain undisturbed for tens of
of years ... " We continue with a description of moon
rocks and what they tell us about the moon's history.
We'll use lots of moon rock visuals, especially thin sections.
Buzz Aldrin

[Buzz narrates the first 75 seconds and last 90 seconds of a film or video sequence that lasts approximately 8 minutes total. The film, which is highlights
taken from all the Apollo missions, includes
of
the astronauts walking around (and tripping),
out experiments, gathering rock and core samples,
rover, and a slow camera pan of the landscape.
Between Aldrin's next two narrations we hear chatter
between the astronauts and mission control. The first 75
seconds follow:]
I felt buoyant while on the surface. My
weight with backpack and suit was 360 pounds; on
moon I weighted only 60 pounds. Our suits were marvels of engineering that worked like thermos bottles,
but they hampered our activities. When
they were as hard as a football, and made even
ing over extremely difficult. The backpack shifted
center of gravity-l felt balanced only when I was
tilted slightly forward. As planned, I jogged around a
bit to test my maneuverability. The exercise gave an
odd sensation...,-it felt like I was moving in slow
motion. I noticed immediately that my inertia seemed
much greater on the moon than on the earth. Earthbound, 1 would have stopped my run in just one step-an
abrupt halt. I immediately sensed that if I tried this
on the moon 1'd be face down in the lunar dust. I had to
use two or three steps and sort of wind down. The same
applied to turning around-on earth it's simple, but on
the moon it's done in stages. And the ground gave
impression of being rather slippery/ particularly near
the craters where we tended to slip sideways.
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I experimented moving around, trying two-legged
kangaroo jumps like Texas jackrabbits, but it was too
tiring. We eventually hit on a lazy lope that took two
or three feet in a stride, floating with both feet in the
air most of the time. It looked like fun, and it was, but
it was also exhausting work.
We had a number of experiments to conduct and precious little time to do them. A solar wind experiment
had to be assembled and then taken down; experiments
to test the seismic characteristics of the moon had to be
set out; a laser reflector had to be deployed; and after
all this was done, rock samples had to be gathered.
Because of the large variety of the unknowns on this
first trip our surface activity was limited to two hours
and forty minutes, and every minute was busy.
[Approximately 5 minutes of footage from the other
Apollo missions
here. Aldrin then speaks over the
last 90 seconds
film or video, which is footage of a
slow panoramic view from the surface of the moon.]

that shaped the two worlds, and then recreate the
mation of the Imbrium basin. "In the last 3 billion
years--the time that
us from the oldest
algae-the moon has
little. The last
large craters-Tycho and
dreds of millions of years ago. Little has .ha1:JP{~ned
since, and the moon was a dead world
men in spaceships came-and then went."
Buzz Aldrin

[Visuals include the patch,
plaque.]

olive OralnCJtl, and

As we left the surface to re-enter
performed a brief ceremony. I lI'pnrH$J'11
pocket,
out a packet, and
the
surface.
contained a
the three American astronauts
explosive fire of their spacecraft
test for the first Apollo flight. Next
were two
medallions in memory of the Russian cosmonauts who
have also
There was also a disk containing messages from the heads of state 72 countries.
0

I've often been asked about fear. When you're that
from home and a million things could
aren't
afraid?
we weren't afraid.
is the
of the unknown, and all our
been
towards eliminating the unknown as much
For a
the flight we'd worked
at times on a simulated
a 50
50 foot

I think we

to us.
the entire
One
the earth's
nS10enjlnq on radio or watching on TV.
We were alone, but
immense feeling of being
watched probably hampered our operations slightly,
but it also gave us
adrenaline to keep functioning.

My strongest memory of those few hours on the lunar
surface was the constant worry that we'd never accomplish all the experiments we were scheduled to do.
Emotion was not included in the schedule, and in fact it
was discouraged.
Observatory oN arrator
The narrator sums up what we learned (ie., that an
planets went through similar stages of violent bombardment early in their histories). We show earth and
moon time-lines to compare the timing of the activity
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"Here men
moon.
kind."
names of the
wondered when
on that plaque.
Observatory Narrator
"Because of the slowness of
that
will last for millions of years, as will the astronauts'
footprints. The artifacts left on the moon will outlast
anything we've constructed on
win stiU
stand long after such
monuments as the
mids of Egypt have been
flat and tOJ'gotte:n.
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"Apollo 11 was a beginning. For the first time men
had set foot on another world, but our moon is only the
first that will be visited. There are more than fifty
other moons in the solar system [visuals], and eventually we'll visit them all. Some, like the tiny moons of
Mars, may be visited by people who are alive today;
others are as big and complex as small planets; still
others are frigid balls of ice on the outer edge of the
solar system. There will be many first steps on many
moons, and many plaques left to mark the occasions."
Buzz Aldrin

[The visual is the gibbous moon in a starry sky with
audio of distant crickets. End with a sunrise.]

Years have passed since that day.
I often think back on those few hours. Although I
can reconstruct them virtually moment by moment,
sometimes I can scarcely believe that I have actually
walked on the moon.
Occasionally, on a clear evening, I look up at the
moon riding bright and proud above the clouds, so
small and far away. My eye picks out a dark splotch on
the silvery surface-the Sea of Tranquility. There, at
the western edge of that splotch, I once descended in a
spaceship. I will never return there, and the thought
stirs a pang of nostalgia. For when I look at the moon I
do not see a hostile, empty world. I see the radiant
body where man took his first steps into a frontier that
will never end.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Now for the offer. Buzz has given us permission to
distribute copies of his taped narration to other
tariums. This will let you include his first-person description of what it was like to walk on the moon in
your planetarium show. Alternately, you might find
a useful component of a special event scheduled for
20. We will make copies of his narration available at
cost to other planetariums, and ask only that credit be
given to Buzz Aldrin and to the Griffith Observatory.
We do not see this as a profit-making venture, and so
costs will be minimal.
At this time (October) we have not determined in
which formats the tape will be available or the exact
cost of duplication. If you are interested in receiving
copy of the audio tape and of our summer script, please
write, be patient, and in about February I'll reply with
a form letter that specifies the costs and format
options. (I'd be interested in knowing your preferences.)
The tapes will be available then, and the script soon
after.
I'm sorry, but we cannot assist in providing visuals
(we just do not have the manpower to prepare and distribute show packages), but you are invited to use our
script as a guide in the preparation of your own
using visuals available to you. I'll compile a list of
suggested resources for slides and film.
I'd like to thank Buzz Aldrin both for taping the
ration for us and for permitting us to share it with
other planetariums.
a

Early Christian Attitudes Towards Science
To discuss the nature and position of the earth does not
help us in our hope of the life to come.

At all events, let us prefer the simplicity of faith to
the demonstration of reason.

-St. Ambrose

-St. Basil

There is another form of temptation, even more
fraught with danger. This is the disease of curiosity
. . .. It is this which drives us on to try to discover the
secrets of nature, those secrets which are beyond our
understanding, which can avail us nothing and which
men should not wish to learn .... In this immense forest,
full of pitfalls and perils, I have drawn myself back,
and pulled myself away from these thorns. In the
midst of all these things which float unceasingly
around me in everyday life, I am never surprised at
any of them, and never captivated by my genuine
desire to study them . ... I no longer dream of the stars.

Pope Alexander HI forbade the study of physics to
ecclesiastics, which in that age meant prohibition
all such scientific studies to the only persons likely to
make them! He expressly forbade lithe study of phys..
ics or the laws of the world" and added that any
son violating this rule "shall be avoided by aU and
excommunicated.... In 1243 the Dominicans interdicted
every member of their order from the study of medicine
and natural philosophy, and in 1287 this interdiction
was extended to the study of chemistry.
-Andrew Dickson White

-St. Augustine
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l-1ANZANITA CUvMJNITY COLI..EDE Instructor: 1\.A. Krocter, Ph. D.
Course: Planetarium Managerrent 201.5 MID-TERH EXAM, Page 1.

1. Two suspicious looking men are seen leaving your
planetarium in the wee hours of night. They are
probably .•.

2. The term "retrograde rrntion" refers to (7\) something

or other about planets (8) The correct way to stir a
JIIlarguarita (C) The rrovement of a senior citizens
group that was supposed to leave the planetarium an
hour ago.

(A) run-loving guys from "'IV Bloopers an:1 Practical Jokes" (B) Manufacturer reps perfonning
a recall (C) Technicians from a neighboring
town win ran out of spare parts (D) Editors of
the PLANEI'ARIAN whJ are sore about the tone of
your last letter to 'The Forum·.

3. You are at a large !=Clitical gathering attended by
the (bvernor, the Mayor, and astronaut Sally Ride.
'!he person nnst likely to jump to the stage, comrrarrleer the microphone an:1 announce your presence
is (A) the Governor (B) the Mayor (C) astronaut
Sally Ride, or ••.•

4. Speaking of recognition, i f a child recognizes you outside the planetarium, he/she will lTOst likely remember
that you (A) single-handedly built a variable speed
self-resetting slew projector with LED readout (B)
produced a two hour flop called "The Thyroid Nebula"
or, (C) Other.
LOOK MOMMIE TJl€RE'S TilE MAN
!.rIHO 8OU&HT HAII~ Il.fSTOjl(ER ANI>
ARC" SUI'PDRTS AT TH£ PHlfltMl'ICY

(D) E.lmJe,

5. '!he tenn "Creative bookkeeping" refers to (A) giving
~irth to a child whJ later bea:rnes a CPA (8) convincl~ !he IRS you spent the p3st five years in Nep31 with
the peace Cbrps <C) billing a few rniror office
luxaries to "technical services."

6. You have been worki nq late every night for a IIDnth
trying to get a new program ready on tine. The museum
director has promised to send help. He will llDst likely
send (Al a technician frcrn the Qnniversum in Den Haag
(8) a script writer fran the Davis in Baltirrore (C) an
artist fran the Luis Enrique Erro in ~xico City, or,
(D) •..•. none of the above.

111/ I'M S·8 BIiNDERA

fROM THE ROXY IN
CLEVe LAN{). wHEII,E
ME rHE rICKE.TS /'M
SIIPPOSEO TO (OLLECT!

Regional Roun up
Steven Mitch
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Park
Wheeling, WV 26003
(304) 242-3000, Ext. 261
CompuServe -72467,2051
Any interesting news, events, activities, etc. from any
planetarium is always welcome. If you have anything
that you would like mentioned in the Regional
Roundup column, please forward it to me at the above
address or via CompuServe Easyplex.
The final deadline for submissions into Regional
Roundup for the next issue of The Planetarium is Wednesday, January II, 1989. Please mark your calendars
accordingly.

State of Oaxaca, Mexico, from January 25-28, 1989. The
conference host will be Bernardo Somoharo of the Nundehui Planetarium, featuring a GOTO Model 4.
conference theme will be the elaboration of a guide for
the popularization, teaching and learning of astronomy.

Thank you for your contributions and support.
Association of Mexican Planetariums (AMPAC)

The Monterey Astronomical Society is planning a
Mexican Amateur Astronomy Convention for next
at the AHa Cultural Center.

The Association of Mexican Planetariums held
itsmid-1988 meeting at the AHa Cultural Center Planetarium in Monterey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, July 13-15.
The meeting was hosted by Alfonso Martinez, director,
and his capable staff.

AMP AC is gearing up for the July II, 1991 total solar
eclipse. AMPAC planetariums will participate in several activities for public awareness of the rare event.

AMPAC's current officers are as follows:
President: Sergio Ganzalez De La Mora, Director,
Museo Technologies C.F.E.
Vice President: Gilbert Del Moral, Merchant Nautic
Schools.
Secretary: Alfonso Martinez De La Serna, Director,
AHa Cultural Center Planetarium.
Treasurer: Miguel Gil Guzman, Director, Luis Enrique
Erro Planetarium.
Technical Secretary: Jose De La Herran, National
Autonomus University.
Meeting & Evaluation Secretary: Carlo Cerino
Marin, Director, Tabasco 2000 Planetarium.
I.p.s. Affiliate Representative: Ignacio Castro
Pinal, Museo Technologico C.F.E.
These officers will serve through 1989.
One of the conference highlights was a special talk
by Dr. Mario Acuna from the Goddard Space Flight
Center. His talk was on the future 11ars Observer Satellite Mission.
The next AMPAC conference will be held in Oaxaca,
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A new planetarium was inaugurated at Parque Chapultepec, in Cuernavaca, state of Morelos. The new
facility houses a Zeiss Jena ZKP-2 and an .oll1rn1t_n"'Il.o'l"£~'"
dome. The new facility is under the directorship of
Santiago de la Macorra.
British Association of Planetariums (BAP)
No report; Terence Murtagh, affiliate
tive.
Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLP A)
The 1988 Great Lakes Planetarium Association met in
Bowling Green, Ohio on October 19th through 22nd.
Speakers included Clyde Tombaugh, Mark Littmann,
Lois Cheney, and Theodore Snow. Since the deadline
for this column preceded the conference, a full summary
will follow in the next issue of The Planetarian.
GLP A is compiling a directory of manufacturers,
plies and suppliers of services that are of interest to
the planetarium community. The directory
available to Non-GLPA members for $5.00 from
Sampson at Wauwatose High School, 11400 W. Center
Street, Wauwatose, Wisconsin 53222.
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GLP A members and others throughout the planetarium community are saddened by the sudden death of
David O. Sanford, Director of the Shaker Heights
School District Planetarium in Cleveland, Ohio on
May 19th.

The 1989 GPPA conference win be held at the
Mueller Planetarium, University of Nebraska, .....
Nebraska with Jack Dunn as the conference host. Tentative dates are October 13th and 14th. Further conference updates will be forthcoming.

Dave Linton was appointed Director of the Starkel
Planetarium in Champaign, Illinois, replacing Jim
Manning who accepted the directorship in Bozeman,
Montana.

(as
Jack Dunn recently hosted a special Mars
well as many other planetariums across the
on
September 28th. Jack was able to bring in some top
sponsors to help promote the party, such as
Coca-Cola, the East Park Plaza Mall, and J & L Lee
Bookstores. Jack hopes that many "sponsored" events
can become a common phenomenon around Mueller.

Gloria RaIl has been appointed Acting Director of
the Erie Historical Society Museum and Planetarium.
Gloria replaced Eugene Jenneman who has become the
Director of the Art Museum in Traverse City, Michigan.
Gary Sampson of the Wauwatosa High School Planetarium, led 33 students to China this past summer to
visit several observatories and planetariums. He
reports that China is constructing many new planetariums throughout the nation.

A.a.'-v' .... "

On October 15th, Jack also rented out his rv ...... ~'utA
to the Lincoln Benefit Life Insurance Company to celebrate their 50th anniversary. LBFI brought in former
astronaut Allan Bean (Apollo 12 and Skylab), who is
now an artist, to talk to the children of their
ees. Afterward, LBFI sponsored Allan to go to various
schools around Lincoln.
4 .....

O'rY1........- " ' ' ' _

Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society (M.A.P.S')
The Astronomical League has just released a 120page booklet designed to aid organizations planning
Astronomy Day events. It is a compilation of ideas,
suggestions, activities, and resources that have proven
successful in past years. Organizations wishing a copy
of the Astronomy Day Coordinator's Handbook"
should send their requests on institutional stationery
plus $2.00 postage and handling to: Gary Tomlinson,
Astronomy Day Coordinator, Chaffee Planetarium, 54
Jefferson S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503, or call
him at (616) 456-3985.

The 24th Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society held
its 1988 conference October 13th through 15th in Durham, New Hampshire. The fall foliage was at its
peak and the coloration was magnificent.

II

Great Plains Planetariums Association (GPPA)

The conference hostess was Ellie Milliken
formerly of the Oyster River High School Planetarium. Ellie, as usual, went all out for every aspect of the
meeting. Several paper sessions and workshops were
given and fun and relaxation was had by all. Activities included a two mile run, hayride, harbor tour of
Portsmouth, a sea-going star party, a
show and an auction.
I

The 1988 GPP A conference was held October 6th
through 8th at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Planetarium with Bob Allen as host. Space Shuttle
astronaut and mission specialist, Mark Leigh was the
conference speaker and talked about the up-coming
launch of STS-30, during which he will deploy the
Magellan Spacecraft for a mission to the planet Venus.
GPPA awarded their Distinguished Service Award
to Dr. Gary Carlson of the Lueninghoener Planetarium
at Midland Luthern College, Fremont, Nebraska, for
outstanding achievements and dedication to GPPA.
Congratulations Gary!
Other conference highlights included a Mississippi
River dinner cruise, a panel discussion on what course
of action should be taken for possible future Mars missions, and the usual fine assortment of paper and workshop presentations.
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Several excellent speakers presented some very
interesting talks. Dr. Martin Lee, of the University of
New Hampshire, gave a talk entitled "Our Heliosphere and Its Interaction with Cosmic Rays and Intersteller Gas." Mr. Sam Palmer, of the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics, spoke on "Signals from Space: The New Radiotelescope at Harvard
University." Dr. David Koch, of the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory, was the Friday afternoon
speaker. His talk was entitled A Large Area GammaRay Imaging Telescope System," (a la GRITS), an
interesting utilization of a spent liquid fuel tank from
a space shuttle launch. The Margaret Noble Address
was given by Dr. Margaret Geller, of the HarvardSmithsonian Center for Astrophysics. Her talk was
entitled "Bubbles and Voids in the Universe." The conference concluded on Saturday the 15th at the Boston
Science Museum, the conference co-host.
/I

101"'0, ....... 1"\,011"

1988

The 1989 M.A.P .S. conference will be hosted by Richard Peery, of the New Jersey State Museum Planetarium in Trenton, New Jersey and by Tom Stec, of the Central Bucks East High School Planetarium. The dates
are April 6th through the 8th. Further details will be
provided in the next issue of The Planetarian.
Nominations for a new slate of officers were accepted
during the business meeting. For the office of President:
Tom Stec and Steve Lieb. For Vice President: Bill Lazader and Steve Mitch. For Treasurer: Sam Storch and
Fred Stutz. For Secretary: Eric Zimmerman and Joyce
Towne.
The Southern Cayuga Atmospherium-Planetarium in
Poplar Ridge, New York, celebrated its 20th anniversary on September 3rd.
The Benedum Natural Science Theater in Wheeling,
West Virginia, celebrated its 10th anniversary in
August.

dic countries next year. They are: the Northern
Planetarium in Tromso, Norway, the Verne Theater in
Helsinki-Vantaa, Finland and the Tycho Brahe Planetarium in Copenhagen, Denmark. The latter win be
equipped with the first Zeiss-Oberkochen model IV
TD and an Omnimax projector under a 22 meter tilted
dome and is headed by the triumvirate Nils I.... JOI'''i<P1I''c:pn
Hans Jorn Fogh Olsen, and Bjorn Jorgensen.
After the NPN Conference, the Program Committee
of the IPS '90 Conference had its first meeting. The
Organization Committee of IPS '90 met the next day in
Borlange, Sweden.
Broman Planetarium has recently sold two of Learning Technologies' Starlab planetariums in Scandinavia, making the total seven: one to the House of Technology in Lulea, Sweden, where the inside of an earth
globe is made into a small planetarium, and one to the
Northern Lights Planetarium in Tromso.
European Association of Planetariums (EMPA)

If anyone has information about the old Coulter Usat-

ellite lens and mirror grinders," contact Russ Waugh at
the Owens Science Center in Lanham, Maryland.

No report; Dennis Simopoulos, representative.
Pacific Planetarium Association (PP A)

Dr. Gerald Mallon of the Arcola Intermediate School
Planetariums, Norristown, Pennsylvania was recently
awarded the First Annual Challenger Seven Fellowship. The Challenger Seven Fellowship is a $5,000
grant from the Challenger Center for Space Science
Education, located in Washington, D.C. The Fellowship grant will be awarded annually to encourage educational projects that highlight technology and space
studies. Dr. Mallon's entry was selected from entrants
from all over the United States. His project was entitled "Exploring Together: Adventures in Culture and
Space." The project will merge the studies of French,
Spanish, and German cultures with learning about
technology, space travel and other subjects. Dr. Mallon's team includes language teachers Linda Gaal,
Linda Giovagroli and David Mainhart. Taking part in
the project will be 30 eighth grade students in the
school districts gifted students program. The Challenger Seven Fellowship was presented to Dr. Mallon by
Charles Resnik, brother of Astronaut Judith Resnik.
Nordic Planetarium Network (NPN)
The Nordic Planetarium Network had its fifth
annual meeting in Lund, September 26-27. Delegates
from Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden celebrated the 10th anniversary of Sweden's oldest planetarium still in operation, the 6 meter planetarium of
Lund.
Three innovative planetariums will open in the Nor-
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The 1988 Pacific Planetarium Association Conference
will be held November 10-13 at the Santa Rosa Junior
College Planetarium, Santa Rosa, California. The
agenda includes an observing session at the Hume
Observatory of the California Academy of :;Cl,enc:es,
wine tasting at the Korbel Winery, several speakers, a
demonstration of the SRSA Planetarium, and
sessions.
The Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles culminated
its season of Mars celebrations with a giant
party on October 30, the 50th anniversary of
War
of the W orIds radio broadcast by Orson Welles. Forrest
J Ackerman, "Mr. Science Fiction," spoke on Martians
he has known, and a 5-foot diameter Mars cake, complete with canals and polar icing caps, was served to
about 700 people.
Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association (RMPA)
Arthur Barton of the Space Center in Alamogordo,
New Mexico, died in September. Please see page 28.
Southeastern Planetarium Association (SEPA)
The 1989 Southeastern Planetarium Association conference will be at the Lafayette Natural
Museum Planetarium, Lafayette, Louisiana
David Hostetter as the host. The conference dates are
June 28th through July 3rd. Tentative plans include a
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visit to the National Space Technologies Laboratories,
which is where the main engines of the Space Shuttle
are tested. A visit to the planetariums in St. Martinville and Baton Rouge are also on the agenda. The conference will conclude in New Orleans at the Louisiana
Nature and Science Center.
The Bishop Planetarium in Bradenton, Florida will
host the 2nd Biennial Professional Planetarium Production Techniques Workshop from July 9th through
13th, 1989. The workshop agenda includes electronic
theory and applications, video graphics and projection, art techniques, special-FX equipment and construction, LASER applications, audio techniques, darkroom skills, advertising and promotion. For additional
details, contact John Hare at the Bishop Planetarium.
Southwest Association of Planetariums

museum is also helping NASA celebrate its 30th anniversary with special exhibits and
This
Top-of-Texas site is a "must" if
Eloise Koonce, Richardson LS.D. Plametar'imm
John Hicks, Midland I.S.D.
SWAP at the Astronomical . . . n. ......... ;.~,
100th annual meeting the last week in
ing was also hosted by the
Astronomical ~/'1of·"Y
of Canada and the Western Amateur Astronomers.
symposium on the
Distance
the most fascinating.

educators was "' ....'''' . . . r.'''ro
Morgan Jones
last summer. This worK1::.nOD
was in cooperation with the U.S. Air Force
the University of Colorado
Civil Air Patrol, and was rlC>""n......
tors with basic
aviation
in
There were visits to the Martin-Marietta Titan
plant and the McDonald-Douglas Atlas rocket
Foundation
Box
Dr. Duca at the U.S.
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901) can be contacted for
0
future workshops.
""ri

Barbara Baber, Morgan Jones Planetarium, Abilene,
demonstrates the Doppler Effect to her eighth grade
classes by using sound waves. She uses a Dual Trace 2
oscilloscope, a Panasonic tape deck, Casio keyboard,
prism, laser light, and a spectrum map. Needless to
say-they are learning!
John Williams, Astral Projections, Fort Worth, and
Donna Pierce, Highland Park Planetarium, Dallas,
attended a celebration honoring Dr. Harlan J. Smith on
the occasion of his 25th anniversary as Director of
McDonald Observatory, in Austin on September 30.
Speakers Dr. J. Craig Wheeler, Dr. Fred Whipple, Dr.
Richard Binzel, among others, honored Dr. Smi th
with presentations on his dedication, enthusiasm, and
remarkable accomplishments.
On August 10th, The Local Group (planetariums in
the Dallas/Ft. Worth area) honored Howard Estes of
Spitz Space Systems with a covered-dish supper for
some "home" cooking.
The future of the Spectroscopic Survey Telescope was
discussed at great length. The University of Texas at
Austin and Pennsylvania State University have joined
forces to build the SST, designed to maximize the efficiency of a single function. It will have more than
twice the light-gathering power of the largest existing
telescope at a small fraction the cost. The design
achieves an effective aperture of eight meters, using
many dozen easily-fabricated small mirrors. The mirrors are arranged in one large framework pointing to a
common focus, thereby forming one mammoth mirror.
The Local Group's next meeting is scheduled for
November 10th at Science Place 2 Planetarium.
The Discovery Center in Amarillo is offering a multimedia special entitled Panhandle Promise. This
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liMy justification in dismissing them out of hand
reports] is that eyewitness evidence by a small number
of people uncorroborated by any other sort of evidence
is worthless. There is not a single mystical belief that
is not supported by numerous cases of eyewitness evidence.

"There is eyewitness evidence (as reported by enthusiasts) for angels, ghosts, spirits, levitation, werewolves, precognition, fairies, sea serpents, telepathy,
abominable snowmen, and so one, and so on, and so on.
" ... enthusiasm must be recognized for what it is, and
not mistaken for evidence."
Isaac Asimov

The Planet That Wasn't
HPhysics is not a body of indisputable and immutable
Truth; it is a body of well-supported probable omnicm
only, and its ideas may be exploded at any time. This
ought to be more generally known, and should be
widely publicized. Perhaps it would be
human nature to expect physicists to do this for
selves, but somebody else ought to do it for them."
Anthony Standen

Science is a Sacred Cow

FORUM

Lonny Baker
Morrison Planetarium
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118
The question for this column was formulated back in
September '88 when most of us were gearing up to
present our public and school shows. A busy time-an
appropriate time-to consider all the people who give
so much of their energy to make our programs a success
... the VOLUNTEER. To learn more about this hidden
resource, the following question was posed to a number
of colleagues:

For many planetaria, volunteers constitute the backbone of the work force.
Often they outnumber the staff, supporting the daily operation of the facility as technicians, docents, ushers, andl
or console operators. How do you perceive their function? Please share your
experiences with "the world's greatest
resource. "
Your comments on this topic and responses to the fol1989. I
letters should be sent to me by 10
to thank Kris McCall for su~~e:5tirlg

who are serving in some capacity directly related to
are
their vocation or avocation. They like what
doing well enough to keep doing it without remuneration or excessive "hoopla." They include console operators, telescope operators, technicians, photographers,
graphic artists, gift shop clerks, exhibit guides and
receptionists. They include persons from 16 to
male
and female, employed and retired. Two VOlUIl.telers
have earned awards for serving more than 1000 hours
each, and a former volunteer, June Patterson
deceased) was honored by having an asteroid named
after her. They are quite an army, working, for the
most part, behind the scenes helping build new
tion devices, exhibit components and displays, or
developing film, stuffing envelopes, mounting slides, or
operating the 16" telescope, running the console for
theater program evenings and weekends, or presenting
interpretive tours to students in the exhibit halls.
Although we do not have a volunteer coordinator,
each staff member may train and supervise one or more
volunteers to assist in the work of their department.
Volunteers are recruited through the local Volunteer
Action Center which coordinates and advertises the
need for volunteer services for local agencies.
Most of our volunteers have specialized skills (electronics tech, telescope observing, photography) along
with an interest in astronomy. They also recognize the
educational mission of the planetarium and have a
desire to share their interest or expertise with the
public.
We do not currently have a centralized
program. The staff is constantly involved in
tion, installation and maintenance of ""'...,,,. ..................,,'"
its

are welcomed.

*****

Problems with volunteers seem
the aSS'lgllea
tive.
of volunteer work since we ""....,.,nn,.,.rI
have 25 volunteers
at
a rate of 1-8 hours each per week. This with a full time
staff of 8 and no designated volunteer coordinator.
Our most productive and loyal volunteers are those
The

Uln'Mot,rl'l"1IJ,1I'I

ue(:ember 1988

can locate a
in a minute
Retired engineers and technicians are invaluable technical assistants who can design or build
mechanical and optical equipment. But if their roles
are reversed as volunteers, the results are
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not necessarily) to be disappointing for everyone. We
have had some unhappy experiences, but not enough to
consider dumping the program. Mostly they relate to
our inability to provide special training to volunteers
who want to work in a capacity for which they have
insufficient training or experience.
We have found, for instance, that to interpret our
modest collection of astronomy and space science exhibits to school groups, a guide needs to have some background in astronomy. The minimum seems to be equal to
a first course in elementary astronomy. We cannot
afford to offer this much training to our volunteers, but
introductory astronomy courses are available on our
campus. Without that minimum level of "exposure" to
the subject matter, guides lack confidence in interpreting our exhibits, are easily intimidated by questions,
and are likely to lose interest in the work. However,
museums not affiliated with a campus may need to
operate lengthy training courses for docents in order to
assure that they know the technical information as
well as some strategies for teaching/managing groups
of children of different ages. We cover only the latter
in our training sessions for exhibit guides.
Our volunteers bring skills that are invaluable to
the successful operation of our planetarium. They work
best when they a~e working along with our staf(doing _
what they enjoy doing. But w~· fu:~e(t to remember to
nourish the relationship by--providing plenty of love
and appreciation for what they do. Together we can
spread the enjoyment and knowledge of astronomy to a
wide audience.

J. Lawrence Dunlap
Flandrau Planetarium
Tucson, Arizona
*****
Our museum has a fairly big volunteer programthere are nearly 20 volunteers for the planetarium and
observatory and almost 150 for the entire facility. So I
guess you could say we believe strongly in having a
large, dynamic network of volunteers.
Last year, volunteers donated over 1500 hours of service to our astronomy department, and over 21,000
hours of service to the museum. That works out to 11
full-time jobs each year. Our volunteers in the planetarium and observatory perform a multitude of tasks.
Volunteers take tickets for planetarium shows,
serve as ushers, operate the console during presentations, program the computer automation systems, help
produce shows, operate the telescope for solar and
nighttime school and public viewing sessions, and basi62

cally serve as an extra set of arms, legs and brains
the staff. Some of our best volunteers write shows
perform live "what's up" presentations.

Last year, vo{unteers
over 1500 hours service
astronomy department,
21,000 hours of service
museum. 'Tliat wor/(J
to 1
fuIC-time jobs each year.
With so many people coming in to help out, and
serving in so many vital areas of museum
there's an obvious need for a volunteer coordinator and
a well designed program of volunteer duties and
responsibilities. Good communication between the staff
and the volunteers is also essential, and again it's the
volunteer coordinator's job to make sure that this takes
place. Comprehensive training for the volunteer's chosen area is also very important-this is a job for the
staff, and training comes in both formal sessions and
informal learning experiences garnered "on-the-job."
Volunteers come in all shapes and sizes, and their
motivations for volunteering are also quite rI''(ro1l''''''''
Our best help has come from folks who are looking
contribute something-they're interested in the area
they've been assigned to, and want to pass along what
they know or what they've discovered to others. Occasionally we get volunteers whose motivations are less
than this ideal: nothing is more frustrating than
spending umpity hours teaching constellation recognition to an adult volunteer, only to watch that volunteer
say, "Hey, thanks for the free astronomy lessons. See
you." You can be burned and twisted by such experiences, and we've had our share. But I think we've minimized this problem by having a) a volunteer coordinator who carefully interviews each prospective
volunteer, b) a dear outline of jobs and responsibilities
for each area (see job description on next page), and c) a
handbook for the volunteer (available from us on
request) that spells out our purpose and what we expect
from the volunteer. We've also got a lot of emphasis on
"esprit," and besides the usual percs which go with
the job (gift shop discounts and so on) we also hold
many gatherings for the volunteers and their families.
I think volunteers are great-we couldn't do without
them!
Jon U. Ben
Virginia Living Museum
Newport News, Virginia
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Volunteer Job Description
JOB TITLE: Planetarium Assistant
GOAL: To enhance the museum visitor's understanding
and appreciation of our universe
DUTIES:-Take tickets and direct visitors into the
planetarium area.
.. Provide visitors with information about the theater,
its equipment, programs, and rules of conduct.
.. Assist visitors in finding seats before the show and in
exiting after the show.
11&

Perform shows which are developed and directed by
the staff.

human resource. In past years, they've helped me with
show production and presentation, theater
and outdoor starwatches. Generally, I've found volunteers to be reliable, conscientious, and capable of making valuable contributions to planetarium operations.

. .. there's no such thing as a

Eundi ...
On the flip side, there's no such thing as a free
lunch, or "free" staff for that matter. Planetarium volunteer programs possess the very potential to become
major nightmares if they are not well planned or
administered. No matter what their size or scope, successful volunteer programs require a lot of hard work on
the part of paid planetarium staff. Anyone
about starting a volunteer program should consider
following:

.. Answer questions about astronomy.
.. Assist in production work.
11&

III

Operate the telescope in the observatory.
Provide other support as directed by Director of
Astronomy.

QU ALIFICA TIONS:
.. Interest in astronomy.
.. An enthusiastic, outgoing personality.
., Familiarity with multimedia helpful but not
required.
.. Willingness to initiate interactions with strangers.
It

1. Volunteers should be justified in feeling that
there is a genuine need for their contributions. Planetarium needs must be dear.

Dependability.

TRAINING: New Volunteer Orientation and on-thejob training.
SUPERVISOR: Director of Astronomy.
*****

I'm going to "cop out" up front by stating that there
are no blanket answers to questions about volunteer programs. Every planetarium has different needs, resources, and operational philosophies. These factors
can exert strong influences on the basic operation and
nature of an institution's volunteer program. Now, lest
I get labeled "wishy-washy" on this subject ... r m very
much in favor of volunteerism under the dome. My
experiences with teen and adult volunteers have convinced me that volunteers are a useful and important
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2. Volunteers must be continually scheduled,
trained, and supervised. Continuing staff time and
commitment is a must.
3. Volunteers should feel that they are benefiting
from their planetarium work. Their needs should
always be addressed along with those of the institution and paid staff. No volunteer program can succeed
if it always takes but never gives .
4. Volunteers should be regularly recognized and
rewarded for the contributions they make.
tion alone isn't enough .
When I think about how many of us became
addicted to the planetarium business through our work
as planetarium volunteers, I can't help but wonder how
many of today's planetarium volunteers will become
tomorrow's planetarium professionals. We owe it to our
volunteers, ourselves, and to the future of this business,
to strengthen our commitment to planetarium volunteers and volunteer programs.
Sharon Parker
SpaceQuest Planetarium
The Children's Museum of Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Indiana
*****

It's not just a question of volunteers, but also parttime employees, and it certainly depends on individual operations. Undoubtedly, some facilities win
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no need or desire while others could not survive without their valued assistance.
In a nation ranked less than first in science education, it seems a waste to discourage high school or even
college students simply because of their age or inexperience. Invariably some will lose interest or wash out,
but perhaps one out of ten will chose the planetarium
as his or her career.
Local science teachers may be a source of good candidates, especially since they should also know a little
about a student's general character. Occasionally,
someone from the community win come up to the console after a show and ask how they can get involved.
There are many ways that these people can be utilized: general clean up, maintenance, and office work,
mounting and filing slides, and especially running
shows. I have a friend who cans them console jockeys.

YLs a vo{unteer or intern I not
on{y {earned the mechanics of
working in a p{anetarium, 6ut
afso 6ecame more confident (and
opinionated), was a6fe to deaf
with the pu6fic and co-wor~rs,
{earned to ma~ decisions and
hand{e a crisis, and devefoped a
I
sense of responsi6i{ity.
wou{dn't trade that e7(perience
for anything.
One may choose to work only an hour a week and be
able to present Skies Over Your Town, while another
might like to tinker with electronics and build special
effects. There is a retired gentleman who has been
working on our slide file for several months, but who
has been a real blessing in the crunch just before a new
show opens.
Ours is a complex profession, and one can learn a
great deal just by watching others at work; however,
there is nothing like doing the task yourself. Learning
to operate the console is often a good place to start. For
many people being able to control the universe like
that is an ego trip. It also provides an overview of
what the planetarium is all about and demonstrates
how all the production pieces fit together.

How much supervisory time ;.s necessary is
mined by the task. Some people are ready to solo after
only a month or two and others may still be ass,lstllng
after a year or more. Your best volunteer lecturer
a
not be able to unjam a slide projector or
but he is still a valuable resource. It takes time to learn
all the intricacies and quirks of the
Understand and expect there to be ..
u.,"' .... ""
ups. None of us is perfect.
.l ....: . . .

If I come across as sentimental or biased to the
it is because I started out as a volunteer more then
twelve years ago when a planetarium director
me
the opportunity to prove myself. Others came and
went, but I persevered. He was to tell me
later
about all the doubts he had at the time.

As a volunteer or intern I not only
mechanics of working in a planetarium, but also
became more confident (and opinionated), was able to
deal with the public and co-workers, learned to make
decisions and handle a crisis, and developed a sense of
responsibility. In other words, I grew as a person. It
was certainly better experience than working at
local burger joint or gas station.
It wasn't easy. I took a lot of tickets, watched a lot
of shows, and let a lot of people out of the chamber. I
stretched a show tape-once. I remember the first lecture I gave (while still in high schoon, the first time
someone asked what the difference was between
astronomy and astrology, and my first solo public show
before everything was automated. I wouldn't trade
that experience for anything.

Volunteers or part-time staff, young or old, highly
skilled or just enthusiastic are mutually beneficial and
crucial to the continuing success of the planetarium. As
Lonny mentioned, they are "the world's greatest
resource."
Kris .. v ................." ...
Sudekum Planetarium
Nashville, Tennessee

*****
The Adler Planetarium is extremely fortunate in
being able to have paid staff for the daily operation of
our facility: technicians, guides, sky show operClltOJrS
and astronomers. We're also blessed with a
ment and Public Relations department to keep
our membership, fundraising and advertising.
paid staff takes care of all these jobs, we don't
have openings for volunteers.
Some of the other places I've worked in the
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have had volunteers. The most successful situations for
volunteers seemed to be where there was one coordinator that recruited volunteers, explained the needed
tasks, and worked with them on projects. Recognition
and praise for well-completed projects also playa big
part. Volunteers seem to need constant reminders of
their schedules, and what tasks are to be performed
when. I feel that a single coordinator is vital to a successful volunteer program.
I did some volunteering during my student days in
high school and college. Some of the situations were
well organized and some were not. I tried to learn how
not to do things
the poorly run projects), as well
as how to do them, and feel that volunteers can really
benefit from good supervisors. They can pick up all
kinds of experience both in mechanical methods of
doing things, as well as personnel kinds of skills: how
to ask questions, and how to observe and learn from different situations.
Recruiting volunteers is a tough problem. Someone
with the skills you need can probably find a position
that will pay them, so why volunteer? Still, there
might be some who will volunteer in a planetarium for
the love of it. (I discovered this profession from a poster looking for show operators at my undergraduate
college.) If a university or college is near your facility,
physics and astronomy or education departments may
be good places to look for students seeking experience.
Retired people may also be a good resource, especially
if they have experience working with people. Local
amateur astronomy societies or space-interest groups
sometimes yield dedicated volunteers.

to content and
whether or not
But, at least their version of standardization
that
don't

SU1~e~sts

In fact, what
would be if our . . . . . ."'."'."''''.

I'm also troubled
the
absolute standardization notion enCOll1ralge·s.
fession, regrettably, is
a caste c,,,:f-.oll"'ll4l
regard to the Big Dome vs. Little Dome ........... U';'OAA~
Now it's suggested that we further isolate some
ties because they won't, or can't
their tmmcu
order to use somebody's show kit.

easier to run
harsh here, but where is it written that
obliged to make its 'n>1I",n.cr'~"''''''''\1I'''lI4I'lnorr
planetariums? Let's
about 500 plane1tanlUnls

About the only poor experience I've had with volunteers has been in the past when setting up "Space
Day" or similar activities. In several cases, groups
have promised faithfully to have people bring materials, crew a booth, or set up tables, and haven't shown
up to do any of it. Perhaps a reminder phone call or letter would have brought better results.
ium cornrrmnllty
I do know that volunteers work very well in some

situations, and wish everyone who works with them
the very best (of luck and volunteers).
April Whitt
Adler Planetarium
Chicago, Illinois
****************************

With regard to Robert Tate's "Technical Standards
for Planetariums" in the March 1988 issue and in the
September Forum, I have problems not so much with
the notion, but rather with the motives behind it.

Instead of
about the
adapting show kits to a diverse set of trU"1I"'lI4I·",tc
tarians should be thankful for their own ..... "",..... "" ..
piece of
and
grateful for
chance to use some ,....."'."'t-; .. ,••"u
installing shows which
themselves. And they
for h"'.: ...... "'"
show kits made available to them in the
Wharton
McDonnell Star
St.

JANE'S
CORNER

Jane G. Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
Long Sash is missing! Oh, my Long Sash is missing!
Where is he? Here at Hansen East (that's what I call
my planetarium, since most of my school shows contain
segments of those wonderful shows from Hansen Planetarium), the disappearance of a crucial visual is akin
to the panic felt by schoolteachers the last week in
September when they realize their summer funds are
depleted and it's still seven days before payday.
Those of you familiar with the odyssey of Long Sash
and his tribe from Hansen's "The People: A Planetarium Show of American Indian Sky Lore," know that he
(Long Sash) is the only visual in that segment; if he's
missing, that segment dies. (Maybe he's in the slide
box labelled "Important: do not lose" ... H-m-m-m- not
here). I haven't used Long Sash since this time last
year. At the end of that series, I put him away in a
"safe place" for the year. It's safe all right! No thief
who demands Long Sash at gunpoint will get me to
divulge his whereabouts, that's for sure.
I love the Hansen shows; hey, I figure ... why write a
show on a topic I need if someone's already done it, and
done it well? (Did I stick him in my slide file under
"Mythology?") In a one-woman, $500-per-year budget
planetarium like mine, maintaining my sanity while
running those thousands of pubites and pre-pubites (see
Jane's Corner for Summer 1985) through my place obligates me to Hansenize (see Jane's Corner for Spring
1987) all I can.
"To Worlds Unknown," the Hansen solar system
show, is excellent, in my opinion. I use it for fifth
grade and ninth grade. (Did I attach Long Sash to the
outside cover on my script with masking tape last year
for safe-keeping? I know I did that one year ... not here
.co must not have been last year.)
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First, I cut and edited the TWU tape in
very clever way (if I do say so myself) to 25
minutes. Then I just added and sutnralct€'O
parts for the two groups. Fifth
a Space-Shuttle-and-travelsegment thrown in. (Where is my IPS
Directory? Ah ... here it is. Now ... which
planetarium is closest to me? I should call
and see if they have a copy of Long Sash I
could borrow.)
I keep the ninth graders for 1112 hours
e-c-c-hD so I can cram in the solar system, the constellations, and the universe. (Can't be done, you
Watch me! I'm a Planetarian!) As we pass the sun on
our solar system journey, I add an atoms/fusion
segment. I include Hansen's excellent description of
nebula formation from "Springtime of the Universe."
That reminds me: I have a hot tip for you! You know
Carl Sagan's "Cosmos" planetarium show from a few
years back? Find the 16 mm film that came with the
show demonstrating nebula formation in Orion. Guess
what? Fits right in with the narration of nebula formation from Hansen's "Springtime .. ," Whew! Hansenizing and Saganizing, all in one show!
(Think! Think! Retrace your steps from a year
At the end of the series, you put the single-slide
in
jectors away in here ... Hey! There he is ... he's
the projector! Long Sash lives to march across the
Milky Way once more!)
Overheard:

During the presentation of Hansen's popular solar
system show, "To Worlds Unknown," the narrator
queries after a revelation of the tremendous energy
output of the sun: "How? How can the sun do it?" A
voice from the audience was heard to say: "Attitude.
It's all attitude."
Keith Goering, planetarian from Chanute, Kansas,
showed up at a planetarium conference demonstrating
his latest audio-visual masterpiece creation. It looked
strangely like a shoebox with three holes cut in the
side of it. Into each hole had been inserted a lens about
2-3 inches in diameter. He called it a Walkman Video
Projector.
Ben Casados, presently affiliated with a laserdisk
company but formerly a NASA employee at the
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, was once asked
a member of an audience to whom he was speaking, "Is
it true that if I look at the sun, it will burn a hole in
0
my rectum?"
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